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1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Test Report is to document the procedures that Pro V&V, Inc. followed to 
perform certification testing of the Dominion Voting Systems D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System 
Voting System to the requirements set forth for voting systems in the State of Georgia Election 
Systems Certification Program. 

1.1 Authority 

The State of Georgia has a unified voting system whereby all federal, state, and county elections 
are to use the same voting equipment. Beginning in 2020, the unified voting system shall be an 
optical scanning voting system with ballot marking devices. 
 
The Georgia Board of Elections, under the authority granted to it by the Georgia Election Code, 
has the duty to promulgate rules and regulations to obtain uniformity in the practices and 
procedures of local election officials as well as to ensure the fair, legal, and orderly conduct of 
primaries and elections. The Georgia Board of Elections is to investigate frauds and irregularities 
in primaries and elections and report violations for prosecution. It can issue orders, after the 
completion of appropriate proceedings, directing compliance with the Georgia Election Code. 
 
The Georgia Secretary of State is designated as the Chief Election Official and is statutorily 
tasked with developing, programing, building, and reviewing ballots for use by counties and 
municipalities on the unified voting system in the state.  The Georgia Election Code provides 
that the Secretary of State is to examine and approve an optical scanning voting system and 
ballot marking devices prior to their use in the state. County Boards of Elections (CBE) may 
only use an optical scanning voting system and ballot marking devices that have been approved 
and certified and that may be continuously reviewed for ongoing certification, by the Secretary 
of State. The Secretary of State has authority to decertify voting systems. The Secretary of State 
has promulgated rules and regulations that govern the voting system certification process. 

1.2 References   

The documents listed below were utilized in the development of this Test Report: 

 Election Assistance Commission Testing and Certification Program Manual, Version 2.0 

 Election Assistance Commission Voting System Test Laboratory Program Manual, 
Version 2.0 

 Election Assistance Commission 2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) 
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 National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program NIST Handbook 150, 2016 
-

July 2016 

 National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program NIST Handbook 150-22, 2008 
-  

 Pro V&V, Inc. Quality Assurance Manual, Revision 7.0 

 United States 107th Congress Help America Vote Act (HAVA) of 2002 (Public Law 107-
252), dated October 2002 

 Dominion Voting Systems D-Suite 5.5-ATechnical Data Package 

1.3 Terms and Abbreviations 

The terms and abbreviations applicable to the development of this Test Plan are listed 
below: 
 
  Ballot Marking Device 

  Commercial Off-The-Shelf 

 EAC   Election Assistance Commission 

EMS   Election Management System 

FCA   Functional Configuration Audit 

 PCA   Physical Configuration Audit 

TDP   Technical Data Package 

  Voting System Test Laboratory 

2005 VVSG   EAC 2005 Voluntary Voting Systems Guidelines 

1.4 Background 

The State of Georgia identified the Dominion Voting Systems D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System to 
be evaluated as part of this test campaign.  This report documents the findings from that 
evaluation. 
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functions, which are essential to the conduct of an election in the State of Georgia, were 
evaluated. 
 
The scope of this testing event incorporated a sufficient spectrum of physical and functional tests 
to verify that the D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System conformed to the State of Georgia requirements. 
Specifically, the testing event had the following goals: 
 

 Ensure proposed voting systems provide support for all Georgia election management 
requirements (i.e. ballot design, results reporting, recounts, etc.). 
 

 Simulate pre-election, Election Day, absentee, recounts, and post-election activities on 
the corresponding components of the proposed voting systems for the required election 
scenarios. 

2 TEST CANDIDATE 
 
The D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System is a paper-based optical scan voting system consisting of the 
following major components: The Election Management System (EMS), the ImageCast Central 
(ICC), the ImageCast Precinct (ICP), and the ImageCast X (ICX) BMD. The D-Suite 5.5-A 
Voting System configuration is a modification from the EAC approved D-Suite 5.0 system 
configuration. The D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System will be configured with the KNOWiNK 
Pollpad which utilizes the ePulse Epoll data management system, for voter registration purposes.  
 
The following table provides the software and hardware components of the D-Suite 5.5-A Voting 
System that were tested, identified with versions and model numbers: 
 

Table 2-1 D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System 
 

D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System Component 
Firmware/Software 

Version 
Hardware 

Model 
Software Applications 

EMS Election Event Designer (EED) 5.5.12.1 --- 
EMS Results Tally and Reporting (RTR) 5.5.12.1 --- 

EMS Application Server 5.5.12.1 --- 
EMS File System Service (FSS) 5.5.12.1 --- 

EMS Audio Studio (AS) 5.5.12.1 --- 
EMS Data Center Manager (DCM) 5.5.12.1 --- 

EMS Election Data Translator (EDT) 5.5.12.1 --- 
ImageCast Voter Activation (ICVA) 5.5.12.1 --- 
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Table 2-1 D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System (continued) 
 

D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System Component 
Firmware/Software 

Version 
Hardware 

Model 
Device Configuration File (DCF)  5.4.01_20170521 --- 

Polling Place Scanner (PPS) and Peripherals 
ImageCast Precinct (ICP)  5.5.3-0002  PCOS-320C  
ICP Ballot Box  ---  BOX-330A  

EMS Standard Configuration 
Dell Server R640 --- R640 
Dell Precision 3430 --- 3430 
Dell Network Switch --- X10206P 

EMS Express Configuration 
Dell Precision 3420 --- 3420 
Dell Monitor --- P2419H 
Dell Network Switch --- X1008 

Central Scanning Device (CSD) Components 
ImageCast Central  5.5.3.0002 --- 
Canon DR-G1130 Scanner  --- DR-G1130 
Canon DR-M160II Scanner  --- DR-M160II 
Dell Optiplex 3050AIO Computer  Windows 10 Pro 3050AIO 

ADA Compliant Ballot Marking Device 
Avalue  5.5.10.30 HID-21V 
HP M402dne Printer  --- M402dne 

ePollbook Solution 
KNOWiNK Poll Pad  --- iPad Air Rev. 2 
KNOWiNK ePulse Epoll Data Management 
System  

--- --- 

 

2.1 Testing Configuration 
 
The following is a breakdown of the D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System components and 
configurations for the test setup: 
 
Standard Testing Platform (D-Suite 5.5-A): 
 
The system will be configured in the EMS Standard configuration with an Adjudication 
Workstation.  This platform will be used to test all scenarios as provided by the election 
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as accessible voting stations. 
 
The KNOWiNK Epollbook solution consisting of the Poll Pad and ePulse Epoll data 
management system, will be setup and interfaced as required with the EMS Standard 
configuration. 
 
Dominion Voting Systems is expected to provide all previously identified software and 
equipment necessary for the test campaign along with the supporting materials listed in section 
2.2.  The State of Georgia is providing the election definitions and ballots.   
 
Express Testing Platform (D-Suite 5.5-A): 
 
The system will be configured in the EMS Express configuration.  This platform will be used to 
test all scenarios as provided by the election definition. 
 
The central office setup will be an EMS Express configuration accompanied by both Canon DR-
G1130 and Canon DR-  
 

 
as accessible voting stations. 
 
The KNOWiNK Epollbook solution consisting of the Poll Pad and ePulse Epoll data 
management system, will be setup and interfaced as required with the EMS Standard 
configuration. 
 
Dominion Voting Systems provided all previously identified software and equipment necessary 
for the test campaign along with the supporting materials ,election definitions, and ballots 
     

2.2 Test Support Equipment/Materials 

The following materials, if required, were supplied by Dominion Voting Systems to facilitate 
testing: 

 USB Flash Drives 
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 Ballot Paper 

 Marking Devices 

 Pressurized air cans 

 Lint-free cloth 

 Cleaning pad and isopropyl alcohol 

 Labels 

 Other materials and equipment as required 

3 TEST PROCESS AND RESULTS 

The following sections outline the test process that was followed to evaluate the D-Suite 5.5-A 
Voting System under the scope defined in Section 1.5.  

3.1 General Information 

All testing was conducted under the guidance of Pro V&V by personnel verified by Pro V&V to 
be qualified to perform the testing.  The examination was performed at the Pro V&V, Inc. test 
facility located in Cummings Research Park, Huntsville, AL. 

3.2 Testing Initialization 

Prior to execution of the required test scenarios, the systems under test underwent testing 
initialization to establish the baseline for testing and ensure that the testing candidate matched 
the expected testing candidate and that all equipment and supplies were present. 

The following were completed during the testing initialization: 

 Ensure proper system of equipment. Check connections, power cords, keys, etc.  

 Check version numbers of (system) software and firmware on all components.  

 Verify the presence of only the documented COTS.  

 Ensure removable media is clean 

 Ensure batteries are fully charged.  

 Inspect supplies and test decks.  
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 Retain proof of version numbers. 

3.3 Summary Findings 

The voting system was evaluated against the requirements set forth for voting systems by the 
State of Georgia. A Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist was developed based on each identified 
test requirements.  Throughout the test campaign, Pro V&V executed tests, inspected resultant 
data and performed technical documentation reviews to ensure that each applicable requirement 
was met.  The Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist is presented in Section 4 of this test report.  
The Summary Findings from each area of evaluation are presented in the following sections. 

3.3.1 Physical Configuration Audit (PCA) and Setup 

Prior to test initiation, the D-Suite 5.5-A Voting System was subjected to a Physical 
Configuration Audit (PCA) to baseline the system and ensure all items necessary for testing were 
present.  This process included validating that the hardware and software components received 
for testing matched hardware and software components proposed and demonstrated to the State 
during the RFP process.  This process also included validating that the submitted components 
matched the software and hardware components which have obtained EAC certification to the 
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) Standard 1.0, by comparing the submitted 
components to the published EAC Test Report.  The system was then setup as designated by the 
manufacturer supplied Technical Documentation Package (TDP).    

Photographs of the system components, as configured for testing, are presented below: 
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Photograph 1: EMS Express Configuration 
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Photograph 2: EMS Standard Configuration 
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Photograph 6: ePollbok 

A pre-certification election was then loaded and an Operational Status Check was performed to 
verify satisfactory system operation.  The Operational Status Check consisted of processing 
ballots and verifying the results obtained against known expected results from pre-determined 
marking patterns. 
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Summary Findings 

During execution of the test procedure, the components of the D-Suite 5.5-A system were 
documented by component name, model, serial number, major component, and any other 
relevant information needed to identify the component. For COTS equipment, every effort was 
made to verify that the COTS equipment had not been modified for use. Additionally, the 
Operational Status Check was successfully completed with all actual results obtained during test 
execution matching the expected results. 

3.3.2 System Level Testing 

System Level Testing included the Functional Configuration Audit (FCA), the Accuracy Test, 
the Volume and Stress Test, and the System Integration Test. This testing included all 
proprietary components and COTS components (software, hardware, and peripherals). 

During System Level Testing, the system was configured exactly as it would for normal field use 
per the manufacturer. This included connecting the supporting equipment and peripherals.  

3.3.2.1 Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) 

The Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) encompassed an examination of the system to the 
requirements set forth by the State of Georgia Election Systems Certification Program as 
designed in the Test Plan, and which are included in this report in the Conditions of Satisfaction 
Checklist.   

Summary Findings 

The D-Suite 5.5-A system successfully passed the FCA Tests without any noted issues. The 
individual testing requirements and their results can be seen in the included Conditions of 
Satisfaction Checklist.   

3.3.2.2 Accuracy Testing  

The Accuracy Test ensured that each component of the voting system could process at least 
1,549,703 consecutive ballot positions correctly within the allowable target error rate. The 

idate 
absences of a selection. The required accuracy is defined as 
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Summary Findings 

The D-Suite 5.5-A system successfully passed the Accuracy Test.  It was noted during test 
performance that the ICP under test experienced a memory lockup after scanning approximately 
4500 ballots.  The issue was presented to Dominion for resolution.  Dominion provided the 
following analysis of the issue: 

The ICP uClinux operating system does not have a memory management unit (MMU) and, as 
such, it can be susceptible to memory fragmentation.  The memory allocation services within the 
ICP application are designed to minimize the effects of memory fragmentation. However, if the 
ICP scans a large number of ballots (over 4000), without any power cycle, it can experience a 
situation where the allocation of a large amount of memory can fail at the Operating System 
level due to memory fragmentation across the RAM. This situation produces an error message 
on the ICP which requires the Poll Worker to power cycle the unit, as documented. Once 
restarted, the ICP can continue processing ballots without issue. All ballots scanned and counted 
prior to the power cycle are still retained by the unit; there is no loss in data. 

Pro V&V performed a power cycle, as instructed by Dominion, and verified that the issue was 
resolved and that the total ballot count was correct.  Scanning then resumed with no additional 
issues noted. 

A total of 1,569,640 voting positions were processed on the system with all actual results 
verified against the expected results. The individual testing requirements and their results can be 
seen in the included Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist.   

3.3.2.3 Volume and Stress Testing 

The Volume & Stress Tests  ability to meet 
the requirement limits and conditions set forth by the State of Georgia Election Systems 
Certification Program as designed in the Test Plan, and which are included in this report in the 
Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist.     

Summary Findings 

The D-Suite 5.5-A system successfully passed the Volume and Stress Tests without any noted 
issues. The individual testing requirements and their results can be seen in the included 
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 3.3.2.4 System Integration Test 

System Integration is a system level test that evaluates the integrated operation of both hardware 
and software. System Integration tests the compatibility of the voting system software 
components, or subsystems, with one another and with other components of the voting system 
environment. This functional test evaluates the integration of the voting system software with the 
remainder of the system. 

During test performance, the system was configured as it would be for normal field use, with a 
new election created on the EMS and processed through the system components to final results.   

Summary Findings  

The D-Suite 5.5-A system successfully passed the System Integration Test without any noted 
issues. The individual testing requirements and their results can be seen in the included 
Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist.   

3.3.3 e-Pollbook Testing 

The ePolllbook Test evaluated the ability of the designated ePollbook to produced voter 
activation cards that could be successfully processed by the BMD. 

Summary Findings  

The D-Suite 5.5-A system successfully passed the ePollbook Test without any noted issues. The 
individual testing requirements and their results can be seen in the included Conditions of 
Satisfaction Checklist.   

3.3.4 Ballot Copy Testing 

The Ballot Copy Test evaluated the ability of a photocopy of a ballot produced by the system to 
be successfully processed by the  tabulators. 

Summary Findings  

The D-Suite 5.5-A system successfully passed the Ballot Copy Test without any noted issues. 
The individual testing requirements and their results can be seen in the included Conditions of 
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3.3.5 Trusted Build and Software Hash Delivery 

At test campaign conclusion, HASH signatures and software installation packets of the tested 
software were generated for delivery to the State of Georgia. 

4 Conditions of Satisfaction 

The voting system was evaluated against the requirements set forth for voting systems by the 
EAC 2005 VVSG and the State of Georgia. Throughout this test campaign, Pro V&V executed 
tests, inspected resultant data and performed technical documentation reviews to ensure that each 
applicable requirement was met.  The Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist developed for this test 
campaign is presented in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

FCA 
Single FCA Test Election database(s) containing 
Republican and Democratic Primaries (Open Primary) 
and one Non-Partisan election 

PASS 

FCA Database is being built for a single county jurisdiction PASS 

FCA 
Republican Primary = 5 Races (1 statewide, 2 
countywide, 3 county district level) 

PASS 

FCA 
Democratic Primary = 5 Races (1 statewide, 1 
countywide, 1 state district level, 2 county district 
level) 

PASS 

FCA Non-Partisan Election = 1 Race (1 statewide) PASS 

FCA 
Republican and Democratic races contain 1 to 8 

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

FCA Non-Partisan race contains 4 candidates and 1 write-in PASS 

FCA All races are Vote for One PASS 

FCA 
County contains 5 Precincts, for results reporting 
purposes 

PASS 

FCA 
Each precinct is split at both state district and county 
district level 

PASS 

FCA 
Election Day Voting [4 total], 1 Vote Center 
containing 2 precincts 

PASS 

FCA 
Election Day Voting [4 total], 3 Polling Locations 
containing 1 precinct each 

PASS 

FCA 
Advance Voting [2 total], Each polling location 
houses all 5 Precincts 

PASS 

FCA 
Voting Polling locations 

PASS 

FCA 
Prepare election media fr

tion Day Polling locations 
PASS 

FCA (Central Scan Devices) system for processing of mail-
out absentee ballots and provisional ballots 

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

FCA 
Prepare election med
for processing Advance Voting ballots generated by 
BMDs 

PASS 

FCA for processing Election Day ballots generated by 
BMDs 

PASS 

FCA 
Produce watermarked Sample ballots for public 
distribution 

PASS 

FCA 

Prepare a test deck (Deck 1) of voted ballots with a 
known result using all available vote positions on all 
ballot styles generated by the test scenario, including 
write-ins, overvotes, undervotes, and blank ballots. 

PASS 

FCA 

Prepare an Absentee test deck (Deck 2) of voted 
absentee ballots with a known result, to be used on the 
CSD, including write-ins, overvoted races, and blank 
ballots. 

PASS 

FCA 
Vote test deck (Deck 1) on each BMD and print BMD 
ballots for each ballot in the test deck 

PASS 

FCA 
 

PASS 

FCA 

Scan the Absentee test deck (Deck 2) on the CSD and 
confirm the CSD separates ballots by various 
conditions for physical review when scanning (i.e.. 
Overvotes, blank ballots, write-ins, etc.) 

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

FCA 
tabulated and verify them against test deck 

PASS 

FCA 
Prepare printouts from CSD documenting results 
tabulates and verify them against test deck  

PASS 

FCA  PASS 

FCA 
Prepare printouts from CSD documenting results 
tabulated and verify them against Absentee test deck 
(Deck 2) 

PASS 

FCA 
Upload to EMS the election media used in PPS and 
CSD devices 

PASS 

FCA 
Prepare printouts from EMS documenting the results 
tabulated and verify them against test deck contents 

PASS 

FCA 
Prepare printouts documenting results at various 
reporting levels: 

PASS 

FCA 
Prepare printouts documenting results at various 
reporting levels: Precinct 

PASS 

FCA 
Prepare printouts documenting results at various 
reporting levels: Polling Place 

PASS 

FCA 
Prepare printouts documenting results at various 
reporting levels: vote Type 

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

Accuracy General election PASS 

Accuracy 21 Contests in election PASS 

Accuracy 2 Column Ballot PASS 

Accuracy 5 Precincts PASS 

Accuracy Election is produced at County Level PASS 

Accuracy No Counting Groups PASS 

Accuracy Incumbency is supported PASS 

Accuracy No Straight Party Voting PASS 

Accuracy 
Non-Partisan contests only (Candidates are not 
directly linked to parties, but are labeled by party on 
the ballot) 

PASS 

Parties (for labeling purposes): 
o Democratic 

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

Accuracy Write-Ins present in all races PASS 

Accuracy Proposed State Wide Referendums PASS 

Accuracy Advance Voting (Early Voting) PASS 

Accuracy Elections for Judges are Non-Partisan PASS 

Accuracy 
N of M Voting 
o Test N of M  6 of 8 
o Test N of M  8 of 10 

PASS 

Accuracy 
1000 Ballots printed from BMD using 3 units as 
follows (Unit 1: 250 ballots, unit 2: 250 ballots, unit 3: 
500 ballots) 

PASS 

Accuracy 
Run the Accuracy Test Election on BMD & Verify 
results against known expected results 

PASS 

Accuracy 
Run the Accuracy Test Election on PPS & Verify 
results against known expected results 

PASS 

Accuracy 
Run the Accuracy Test Election on CSD & Verify 
results against known expected results 

PASS 

Accuracy 
Reporting:  
Winners: Contest reports review  

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

Accuracy 
Election Night Reporting:  Export Election Night 
Results in the following formats: 
o Common Data Format (CDF) 

PASS 

Accuracy 
Election Night Reporting:  Export Election Night 
Results in the following formats: 
o Non-CDF 

PASS 

Accuracy 
Accuracy in ballot counting and tabulation shall 
achieve 100% for all votes cast (1,549,703 ballot 
positions) 

PASS 

V&S Volume & Stress Open Primary Election PASS 

V&S 400 Precincts PASS 

V&S 1 County PASS 

V&S 150 Ballot Styles PASS 

V&S 30 Ballot Styles in 1 Precinct PASS 

V&S 3 Languages (English, Spanish, Korean) PASS 

V&S 100 Contests PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

V&S 30 candidates in 1 contest PASS 

V&S Referendum (Approximately 15000 words) PASS 

V&S 
Referendum: Test using 10pt Arial Font (Currently 
used in State of Georgia) 

PASS 

V&S 
Referendum: Test using 12pt Sans Serif font (To 
Accommodate future changes)  

PASS 

V&S Referendum: Verify at Normal Size  PASS 

V&S 
Referendum: Verify when Zoomed-In (Text size 
increased)  

PASS 

V&S 
Candidate Name Lengths  (Must support 25 
characters)  Verify to make sure they display 
properly 

PASS 

V&S Candidate Name Lengths  Check Translations PASS 

V&S 
Candidate Name Lengths  Check appearance on 
BMD Printed Ballot 

PASS 

V&S 
Candidate Name Lengths  Check appearance on 
Ballot Review Screen 

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

V&S 
Tabulator Reports  Tabulators print 3 copies of Zero 
Proof Reports, and Results Reports 

PASS 

V&S 
Run the V&S Test Election on BMD & Verify results 
against known expected results 

PASS 

V&S 
Run the V&S Test Election on PPS & Verify results 
against known expected results 

PASS 

V&S 
Run the V&S Test Election on CSD & Verify results 
against known expected results 

PASS 

V&S 
Reporting:  
Winners: Contest reports review  

PASS 

V&S 
Reporting:  
Results: Precinct summary reports, precinct-based 
reporting, reporting by Congressional District Level 

PASS 

Epollbook 
Verify that the Pollbook can program voter activation 
cards for BMD 

PASS 

Epollbook 
Verify that voter activation cards activate the correct 

 
PASS 

Ballot Copy 
Verify whether or not a ballot produced by the BMD, 
can be photocopied, and then have the photocopied 
ballot be successfully cast on: 

PASS 
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Table 4-1 Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist (continued) 

DOMINION Conditions of Satisfaction Checklist 

Area Condition Test Result 

System 
Integration 

Run the SI Test Election on BMD & Verify results 
against known expected results 

PASS 

System 
Integration 

Run the SI Test Election on PPS & Verify results 
against known expected results 

PASS 

System 
Integration 

Run the SI Test Election on CSD & Verify results 
against known expected results 

PASS 

System 
Integration 

Reporting:  
Winners: Contest reports review  

PASS 

System 
Integration 

Reporting:  
Results: Precinct summary reports, precinct-based 
reporting, reporting by Congressional District Level 

PASS 
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Abstract

The complexity of U.S. elections usually requires computers to count ballots—
but computers can be hacked, so election integrity requires a voting system in
which paper ballots can be recounted by hand. However, paper ballots provide no
assurance unless they accurately record the votes as expressed by the voters.

Voters can express their intent by indelibly hand-marking ballots, or using
computers called ballot-marking device (BMDs). Voters can make mistakes in
expressing their intent in either technology, but only BMDs are also subject to
hacking, bugs, and misconfiguration of the software that prints the marked bal-
lots. Most voters do not review BMD-printed ballots, and those who do often fail
to notice when the printed vote is not what they expressed on the touchscreen.
Furthermore, there is no action a voter can take to demonstrate to election offi-
cials that a BMD altered their expressed votes, nor is there a corrective action that
election officials can take if notified by voters—there is no way to deter, contain,
or correct computer hacking in BMDs. These are the essential security flaws of
BMDs.

Risk-limiting audits can assure that the votes recorded on paper ballots are
tabulated correctly, but no audit can assure that the votes on paper are the ones
expressed by the voter on a touchscreen: Elections conducted on current BMDs
cannot be confirmed by audits. We identify two properties of voting systems,
contestability and defensibility, necessary for audits to confirm election outcomes.
No available EAC-certified BMD is contestable or defensible.

†Authors are listed alphabetically; they contributed equally to this work.
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1 Introduction: Criteria for Voting Systems

Elections for public office and on public questions in the United States or any democ-
racy must produce outcomes based on the votes that voters express when they indicate
their choices on a paper ballot or on a machine. Computers have become indispens-
able to conducting elections, but computers are vulnerable. They can be hacked—
compromised by insiders or external adversaries who can replace their software with
fraudulent software that deliberately miscounts votes—and they can contain design
errors and bugs—hardware or software flaws or configuration errors that result in mis-
recording or mis-tabulating votes. Hence there must be some way, independent of any
software in any computers, to ensure that reported election outcomes are correct, i.e.,
consistent with the expressed votes as intended by the voters.

Voting systems should be software independent, meaning that “an undetected change
or error in its software cannot cause an undetectable change or error in an election out-
come” [30, 31, 32]. Software independence is similar to tamper-evident packaging: if
somebody opens the container and disturbs the contents, it will leave a trace.

The use of software-independent voting systems is supposed to ensure that if some-
one fraudulently hacks the voting machines to steal votes, we’ll know about it. But we
also want to know the true outcome in order to avoid a do-over election.1 A voting
system is strongly software independent if it is software independent and, moreover,
a detected change or error in an election outcome (due to change or error in the soft-
ware) can be corrected using only the ballots and ballot records of the current election
[30, 31]. Strong software independence combines tamper evidence with a kind of re-
silience: there’s a way to tell whether faulty software caused a problem, and a way to
recover from the problem if it did.

Software independence and strong software independence are now standard terms in
the analysis of voting systems, and it is widely accepted that voting systems should be
software independent. Indeed, version 2.0 of the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines
(VVSG 2.0) incorporates this principle [11].

But as we will show, these standard definitions are incomplete and inadequate, be-
cause the word undetectable hides several important questions: Who detects the change
or error in an election outcome? How can a person prove that she has detected an er-

1Do-overs are expensive; they may delay the inauguration of an elected official; there is no assurance
that the same voters will vote in the do-over election as voted in the original; they decrease public trust.
And if the do-over election is conducted with the same voting system that can only detect but not correct
errors, then there may need to be a do-over of the do-over, ad infinitum.

2
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ror? What happens when someone detects an error—does the election outcome remain
erroneous? Or conversely: How can an election administrator prove that the election
outcome not been altered, or prove that the correct outcome was recovered if a software
malfunction was detected? The standard definition does not distinguish evidence avail-
able to an election official, to the public, or just to a single voter; nor does it consider
the possibility of false alarms.

Those questions are not merely academic, as we show with an analysis of ballot-
marking devices. Even if some voters “detect” that the printed output is not what they
expressed to the BMD—even if some of those voters report their detection to election
officials—there is no mechanism by which the election official can “detect” whether a
BMD has been hacked to alter election outcomes. The questions of who detects, and
then what happens, are critical—but unanswered by the standard definitions.

We will define the terms contestable and defensible to better characterize properties
of voting systems that make them acceptable for use in public elections.2

A voting system is contestable if an undetected change or error in its software that
causes a change or error in an election outcome can always produce public evidence
that the outcome is untrustworthy. For instance, if a voter selected candidate A on the
touchscreen of a BMD, but the BMD prints candidate B on the paper ballot, then this
A-vs-B evidence is available to the individual voter, but the voter cannot demonstrate
this evidence to anyone else, since nobody else saw—nor should have seen—where the
voter touched the screen.3 Thus, the voting system does not provide a way for the voter
who observed the misbehavior to prove to anyone else that there was a problem, even if
the problems altered the reported outcome. Such a system is therefore not contestable.

While the definition of software independence might allow evidence available only
to individual voters as “detection,” such evidence does not suffice for a system to be
contestable. Contestibility is software independence, plus the requirement that “detect”
implies “can generate public evidence.” “Trust me” does not count as public evidence.
If a voting system is not contestable, then problems voters “detect” might never see the
light of day, much less be addressed or corrected.4

2There are other notions connected to contestability and defensibility, although essentially different:
Benaloh et al. [6] define a P -resilient canvass framework, personally verifiable P -resilient canvass
framework, and privacy-perserving personally verifiable P -resilient canvass frameworks.

3See footnote 17.
4If voters are the only means of detecting and quantifying the effect of those problems—as they are

for BMDs—then in practice the system is not strongly software independent. The reason is that, as
we will show, such claims by (some) voters cannot correct software-dependent changes to other voters’
ballots, and cannot be used as the basis to invalidate or correct an election outcome. Thus, BMD-based

3
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Similarly, while strong software independence demands that a system be able to
report the correct outcome even if there was an error or alteration of the software,
it does not require public evidence that the (reconstructed) reported outcome is cor-
rect. We believe, therefore, that voting systems must also be defensible. We say that
a voting system is defensible if, when the reported electoral outcome is correct, it is
possible to generate convincing public evidence that the reported electoral outcome is
correct—despite any malfunctions, software errors, or software alterations that might
have occurred. If a voting system is not defensible, then it is vulnerable to “crying
wolf”: malicious actors could claim that the system malfunctioned when in fact it did
not, and election officials will have no way to prove otherwise.

By analogy with strong software independence, we define: A voting system is
strongly defensible if it is defensible and, moreover, a detected change or error in
an election outcome (due to change or error in the software) can be corrected (with
convincing public evidence) using only the ballots and ballot records of the current
election.

In short, a system is contestable if it can generate public evidence of a problem
whenever a reported outcome is wrong, while a system is defensible if it can generate
public evidence whenever a reported outcome is correct—despite any problems that
might have occurred. Contestable systems are publicly tamper-evident; defensible sys-
tems are publicly, demonstrably resilient.

Defensibility is a key requirement for evidence-based elections [39]: defensibility
makes it possible in principle for election officials to generate convincing evidence
that the reported winners really won—if the reported winners did really win. (We say
an election system may be defensible, and an election may be evidence-based; there’s
much more process to an election than just the choice of system.)

Examples. The only known practical technology for contestable, strongly defensi-
ble voting is a system of hand-marked paper ballots, kept demonstrably physically
secure, counted by machine, audited manually, and recountable by hand.5 In a hand-
marked paper ballot election, ballot-marking software cannot be the source of an error
or change-of-election-outcome, because no software is used in marking ballots. Ballot-
scanning-and-counting software can be the source of errors, but such errors can be

election systems are not even (weakly) software independent, unless one takes “detection” to mean
“somebody claimed there was a problem, with no evidence to support that claim.”

5The election must also generate convincing evidence that physical security of the ballots was not
compromised, and the audit must generate convincing public evidence that the audit itself was conducted
correctly.

4
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detected and corrected by audits.

That system is contestable: if an optical scan voting machine reports the wrong
outcome because it miscounted (because it was hacked, misprogrammed, or miscali-
brated), the evidence is public: the paper ballots, recounted before witnesses, will not
match the claimed results, also witnessed. It is strongly defensible: a recount before
witnesses can demonstrate that the reported outcome is correct, or can find the correct
outcome if it was wrong—and provide public evidence that the (reconstructed) outcome
is correct. See Section 4 for a detailed analysis.

Over 40 states now use some form of paper ballot for most voters [19]. Most of the
remaining states are taking steps to adopt paper ballots. But not all voting systems that
use paper ballots are equally secure.

Some are not even software independent. Some are software independent, but not
strongly software independent, contestable, or defensible. In this report we explain:

• Hand-marked paper ballot systems are the only practical technology for con-
testable, strongly defensible voting systems.
• Some ballot-marking devices (BMDs) can be software independent, but they

not strongly software independent, contestable, or defensible. Hacked or mis-
programmed BMDs can alter election outcomes undetectably, so elections con-
ducted using BMDs cannot provide public evidence that reported outcomes are
correct. If BMD malfunctions are detected, there is no way to determine who
really won. Therefore BMDs should not be used by voters who are able to mark
an optical-scan ballot with a pen.
• All-in-one BMD or DRE+VVPAT voting machines are not software independent,

contestable, or defensible. They should not be used in public elections.

2 Background

We briefly review the kinds of election equipment in use, their vulnerability to computer
hacking (or programming error), and in what circumstances risk-limiting audits can
mitigate that vulnerability.

5
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Voting equipment

Although a voter may form an intention to vote for a candidate or issue days, minutes,
or seconds before actually casting a ballot, that intention is a psychological state that
cannot be directly observed by anyone else. Others can have access to that intention
through what the voter (privately) expresses to the voting technology by interacting
with it, e.g., by making selections on a BMD or marking a ballot by hand.6 Voting
systems must accurately record the vote as the voter expressed it.

With a hand-marked paper ballot optical-scan system, the voter is given a paper
ballot on which all choices (candidates) in each contest are listed; next to each candidate
is a target (typically an oval or other shape) which the voter marks with a pen to indicate
a vote. Ballots may be either preprinted or printed (unvoted) at the polling place using
ballot on demand printers. In either case, the voter creates a tamper-evident record of
intent by marking the printed paper ballot with a pen.

Such hand-marked paper ballots may be scanned and tabulated at the polling place
using a precinct-count optical scanner (PCOS), or may be brought to a central place to
be scanned and tabulated by a central-count optical scanner (CCOS). Mail-in ballots
are typically counted by CCOS machines.

After scanning a ballot, a PCOS machine deposits the ballot in a secure, sealed
ballot box for later use in recounts or audits; this is ballot retention. Ballots counted by
CCOS are also retained for recounts or audits.7

Paper ballots can also be hand counted, but in most jurisdictions (especially where
there are many contests on the ballot) this is hard to do quickly; Americans expect
election-night reporting of unofficial totals. Hand counting—i.e., manually determin-
ing votes directly from the paper ballots—is appropriate for audits and recounts.

A ballot-marking device (BMD) provides a computerized user interface that presents

6We recognize that voters make mistakes in expressing their intentions. For example, they may mis-
understand the layout of a ballot or express an unintended choice through a perceptual error, inattention,
or lapse of memory. The use of touchscreen technology does not necessarily correct for such user errors,
as every smartphone user who has mistyped an important text message knows. Poorly designed ballots,
poorly designed touchscreen interfaces, and poorly designed assistive interfaces increase the rate of error
in voters’ expressions of their votes. For the purposes of this report, we assume that properly engineered
systems seek to minimize such usability errors.

7Regulations and procedures governing custody and physical security of ballots are uneven and in
many cases inadequate, but straightforward to correct because of decades of development of best prac-
tices.

6
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the ballot to voters and captures their expressed selections—for instance, a touchscreen
interface or an assistive interface that enables voters with disabilities to vote indepen-
dently. Voter inputs (expressed votes) are recorded electronically. When a voter indi-
cates that the ballot is complete and ready to be cast, the BMD prints a paper version
of the electronically marked ballot. We use the term BMD for devices that mark bal-
lots but do not tabulate or retain them, and all-in-one for devices that combine ballot
marking, tabulation, and retention into the same paper path.

The paper ballot printed by a BMD may be in the same format as an optical-scan
form (e.g., with ovals filled as if by hand) or it may list just the names of the candidate(s)
selected in each contest. The BMD may also encode these selections into barcodes or
QR codes for optical scanning. We discuss issues with barcodes later in this report.

An all-in-one touchscreen voting machine combines computerized ballot marking,
tabulation, and retention in the same paper path. All-in-one machines come in several
configurations:

• DRE+VVPAT machines—direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines with
a voter-verifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT)—provide the voter a touchscreen (or
other) interface, then print a paper ballot that is displayed to the voter under glass.
The voter is expected to review this ballot and approve it, after which the machine
deposits it into a ballot box. DRE+VVPAT machines do not contain optical scan-
ners; that is, they do not read what is marked on the paper ballot; instead, they
tabulate the vote directly from inputs to the touchscreen or other interface.
• BMD+Scanner all-in-one machines8 provide the voter a touchscreen (or other)

interface to input ballot choices and print a paper ballot that is ejected from a
slot for the voter to inspect. The voter then reinserts the ballot into the slot, after
which the all-in-one BMD+scanner scans it and deposits it into a ballot box. Or,
some BMD+Scanner all-in-one machines display the paper ballot behind plexi-
glass for the voter to inspect, before mechanically depositing it into a ballot box.

Opscan+BMD with separate paper paths. At least one model of voting machine
(the Dominion ICP320) contains an optical scanner (opscan) and a BMD in the same
cabinet,9 so that the optical scanner and BMD-printer are not in the same paper path;
no possible configuration of the software could cause a BMD-marked ballot to be de-
posited in the ballot box without human handling of the ballot. We do not classify this
as an all-in-one machine.

8Some voting machines, such as the ES&S ExpressVote, can be configured as either a BMD or a
BMD+Scanner all-in-one. Others, such as the ExpressVoteXL, work only as all-in-one machines.

9More precisely, the ICP320 optical scanner and the BMD audio+buttons interface are in the same
cabinet, but the printer is a separate box.
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Hacking

There are many forms of computer hacking. In this analysis of voting machines we
focus on the alteration of voting machine software so that it miscounts votes or mis-
marks ballots to alter election outcomes. There are many ways to alter the software
of a voting machine: a person with physical access to the computer can open it and
directly access the memory; one can plug in a special USB thumbdrive that exploits
bugs and vulnerabilities in the computer’s USB drivers; one can connect to its WiFi
port or Bluetooth port or telephone modem (if any) and exploit bugs in those drivers,
or in the operating system.

“Air-gapping” a system (i.e., never connecting it to the Internet nor to any other net-
work) does not automatically protect it. Before each election, election administrators
must transfer a ballot definition into the voting machine by inserting a ballot definition
cartridge that was programmed on election-administration computers that may have
been connected previously to various networks; it has been demonstrated that vote-
changing viruses can propagate via these ballot-definition cartridges [18].

Hackers might be corrupt insiders with access to a voting-machine warehouse; cor-
rupt insiders with access to a county’s election-administration computers; outsiders
who can gain remote access to election-administration computers; outsiders who can
gain remote access to voting-machine manufacturers’ computers (and “hack” the firmware
installed in new machines, or the firmware updates supplied for existing machines), and
so on. Supply-chain hacks are also possible: the hardware installed by a voting system
vendor may have malware pre-installed by the vendor’s component suppliers.10

Computer systems (including voting machines) have so many layers of software that
it is impossible to make them perfectly secure [24, pp. 89–91]. When manufacturers
of voting machines use the best known security practices, adversaries may find it more
difficult to hack a BMD or optical scanner—but not impossible. Every computer in
every critical system is vulnerable to compromise through hacking, insider attacks or
exploiting design flaws.

10Given that many chips and other components are manufactured in China and elsewhere, this is
a serious concern. Carsten Schürmann has found Chinese pop songs on the internal memory of vot-
ing machines (C. Schürmann, personal communication, 2018). Presumably those files were left there
accidentally—but this shows that malicious code could have been pre-installed deliberately, and that
neither the vendor’s nor the election official’s security and quality control measures discovered and re-
moved the extraneous files.

8
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Election assurance through risk-limiting audits

To ensure that the reported electoral outcome of each contest corresponds to what the
voters expressed, the most practical known technology is a risk-limiting audit (RLA)
of trustworthy paper ballots [35, 36, 23]. The National Academies of Science, Engi-
neering, and Medicine, recommend routine RLAs after every election [24], as do many
other organizations and entities concerned with election integrity.11

The risk limit of a risk-limiting audit is the maximum chance that the audit will not
correct the reported electoral outcome, if the reported outcome is wrong. “Electoral
outcome” means the political result—who or what won—not the exact tally. “Wrong”
means that the outcome does not correspond to what the voters expressed.

A RLA involves manually inspecting randomly selected paper ballots following a
rigorous protocol. The audit stops if and when the sample provides convincing evidence
that the reported outcome is correct; otherwise, the audit continues until every ballot
has been inspected manually, which reveals the correct electoral outcome if the paper
trail is trustworthy. RLAs protect against vote-tabulation errors, whether those errors
are caused by failures to follow procedures, misconfiguration, miscalibration, faulty
engineering, bugs, or malicious hacking.12

The risk limit should be determined as a matter of policy or law. For instance, a
5% risk limit means that, if a reported outcome is wrong solely because of tabulation
errors, there is at least a 95% chance that the audit procedure will correct it. Smaller
risk limits give higher confidence in election outcomes, but require inspecting more
ballots, other things being equal. RLAs never revise a correct outcome.

RLAs can be very efficient, depending in part on how the voting system is designed
and how jurisdictions organize their ballots. If the computer results are accurate, an
efficient RLA with a risk limit of 5% requires examining just a few—about 7 divided by
the margin—ballots selected randomly from the contest.13 For instance, if the margin
of victory is 10% and the results are correct, the RLA would need to examine about
7/10% = 70 ballots to confirm the outcome at 5% risk. For a 1% margin, the RLA
would need to examine about 7/1% = 700 ballots. The sample size does not depend

11Among them are the Presidential Commission on Election Administration, the American Statistical
Association, the League of Women Voters, and Verified Voting Foundation.

12RLAs do not protect against problems that cause BMDs to print something other than what was
shown to the voter on the screen, nor do they protect against problems with ballot custody.

13Technically, it is the diluted margin that enters the calculation. The diluted margin is the number of
votes that separate the winner with the fewest votes from the loser with the most votes, divided by the
number of ballots cast, including undervotes and invalid votes.
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much on the total number of ballots cast in the contest, only on the margin of the
winning candidate’s victory.

RLAs assume that a full hand tally of the paper trail would reveal the correct elec-
toral outcomes: the paper trail must be trustworthy. Other kinds of audits, such as
compliance audits [6, 23, 39, 37] are required to establish whether the paper trail itself
is trustworthy. Applying an RLA procedure to an untrustworthy paper trail cannot limit
the risk that a wrong reported outcome goes uncorrected.

Properly preserved hand-marked paper ballots ensure that expressed votes are iden-
tical to recorded votes. But BMDs might not record expressed votes accurately, for
instance, if BMD software has bugs, was misconfigured, or was hacked: BMD print-
out is not a trustworthy record of the expressed votes. Neither a compliance audit nor
a RLA can possibly check whether errors in recording expressed votes altered elec-
tion outcomes. RLAs that rely on BMD output therefore cannot limit the risk that an
incorrect reported election outcome will go uncorrected.

A paper-based voting system (such as one that uses optical scanners) is systemat-
ically more secure than a paperless system (such as DREs) only if the paper trail is
trustworthy and the results are checked against the paper trail using a rigorous method
such as an RLA or full manual tally. If it is possible that error, hacking, bugs, or mis-
calibration caused the recorded-on-paper votes to differ from the expressed votes, an
RLA or even a full hand recount cannot not provide convincing public evidence that
election outcomes are correct: such a system cannot be defensible. In short, paper bal-
lots provide little assurance against hacking if they are never examined or if the paper
might not accurately reflect the votes expressed by the voters.

3 (Non)Contestability/Defensibility of BMDs

A BMD-generated paper trail is not a reliable record of the vote expressed by the
voter. Like any computer, a BMD (or a DRE+VVPAT) is vulnerable to bugs, miscon-
figuration, hacking, installation of unauthorized (fraudulent) software, and alteration of
installed software.

If a hacker sought to steal an election by altering BMD software, what would the
hacker program the BMD to do? In cybersecurity practice, we call this the threat model.

The simplest threat model is this one: In some contests, not necessarily top-of-the-
ticket, change a small percentage of the votes (such as 5%).

10
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In recent national elections, analysts have considered a candidate who received 60%
of the vote to have won by a landslide. Many contests are decided by less than a 10%
margin. Changing 5% of the votes can change the margin by 10%, because “flipping”
a vote for one candidate into a vote for a different candidate changes the difference in
their tallies—i.e., the margin—by 2 votes. If hacking or bugs or misconfiguration could
change 5% of the votes, that would be a very significant threat.

Although public and media interest often focus on top-of-the-ticket races such as
President and Governor, elections for lower offices such as state representatives, who
control legislative agendas and redistricting, and county officials, who manage elections
and assess taxes, are just as important in our democracy. Altering the outcome of
smaller contests requires altering fewer votes, so fewer voters are in a position to notice
that their ballots were misprinted. And most voters are not as familiar with the names
of the candidates for those offices, so they might be unlikely to notice if their ballots
were misprinted, even if they checked.

Research in a real polling place in Tennessee during the 2018 election, found that
half the voters didn’t look at all at the paper ballot printed by a BMD, even when
they were holding it in their hand and directed to do so while carrying it from the
BMD to the optical scanner [14]. Those voters who did look at the BMD-printed ballot
spent an average of 4 seconds examining it to verify that the eighteen or more choices
they made were correctly recorded. That amounts to 222 milliseconds per contest,
barely enough time for the human eye to move and refocus under perfect conditions
and not nearly enough time for perception, comprehension, and recall [28]. A study
by other researchers [8], in a simulated polling place using real BMDs deliberately
hacked to alter one vote on each paper ballot, found that only 6.6% of voters told a
pollworker something was wrong.1415 The same study found that among voters who
examined their hand-marked ballots, half were unable to recall key features of ballots
cast moments before, a prerequisite step for being able to recall their own ballot choices.
This finding is broadly consistent with studies of effects like “change blindness” or
“choice blindness,” in which human subjects fail to notice changes made to choices

14You might think, “the voter really should carefully review their BMD-printed ballot.” But because
the scientific evidence shows that voters do not [14] and cognitively cannot [17] perform this task well,
legislators and election administrators should provide a voting system that counts the votes as voters
express them.

15Studies of voter confidence about their ability to verify their ballots are not relevant: in typical
situations, subjective confidence and objective accuracy are at best weakly correlated. The relationship
between confidence and accuracy has been studied in contexts ranging from eyewitness accuracy [9, 13,
42] to confidence in psychological clinical assessments [15] and social predictions [16]. The disconnect
is particularly severe at high confidence. Indeed, this is known as “the overconfidence effect.” For a lay
discussion, see Thinking, Fast and Slow by Nobel economist Daniel Kahnemann [21].
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made only seconds before [20].

Suppose, then, that 10% of voters examine their paper ballots carefully enough
to even see the candidate’s name recorded as their vote for legislator or county com-
missioner. Of those, perhaps only half will remember the name of the candidate they
intended to vote for.16

Of those who notice that the vote printed is not the candidate they intended to vote
for, what will they think, and what will they do? Will they think, “Oh, I must have
made a mistake on the touchscreen,” or will they think, “Hey, the machine is cheating
or malfunctioning!” There’s no way for the voter to know for sure—voters do make
mistakes—and there’s absolutely no way for the voter to prove to a pollworker or elec-
tion official that a BMD printed something other than what the voter entered on the
screen.1718

Either way, polling-place procedures generally advise voters to ask a pollworker
for a new ballot if theirs does not show what they intended. Pollworkers should void
that BMD-printed ballot, and the voter should get another chance to mark a ballot.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many voters are too timid to ask, or don’t know that
they have the right to ask, or are not sure whom to ask. Even if a voter asks for a new
ballot, training for pollworkers is uneven, and we are aware of no formal procedure for
resolving disputes if a request for a new ballot is refused. Moreover, there is no sensible
protocol for ensuring that BMDs that misbehave are investigated—nor can there be, as
we argue below.

Let’s summarize. If a machine alters votes on 5% of the ballots (enabling it to
change the margin by 10%), and 10% of voters check their ballots carefully and 50%
of the voters who check notice the error, then optimistically we might expect 5% ×
10%×50% or 0.25% of the voters to request a new ballot and correct their vote.19 This

16We ask the reader, “do you know the name of the most recent losing candidate for county commis-
sioner?” We recognize that some readers of this document are county commissioners, so we ask those
readers to imagine the frame of mind of their constituents.

17You might think, “the voter can prove it by showing someone that the vote on the paper doesn’t
match the vote onscreen.” But that won’t work. On a typical BMD, by the time a paper record is printed
and ejected for the voter to hold and examine, the touchscreen no longer shows the voter’s choice. You
might think, “BMDs should be designed so that the choices still show on the screen for the voter to
compare with the paper.” But a hacked BMD could easily alter the on-screen choices to match the paper,
after the voter hits the “print” button.

18Voters should certainly not videorecord themselves voting! That would defeat the privacy of the
secret ballot and is illegal in most jurisdictions.

19This calculation assumes that the 10% of voters who check are in effect a random sample of voters:
voters’ propensity to check BMD printout is not associated with their political preferences.
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means that the machine will change the margin by 9.75% and get away with it.

In this scenario, 0.25% of the voters, one in every 400 voters, has requested a new
ballot. You might think, “that’s a form of detection of the hacking.” But is isn’t, as a
practical matter: a few individual voters may have detected that there was a problem,
but there’s no procedure by which this translates into any action that election adminis-
trators can take to correct the outcome of the election. Polling-place procedures cannot
correct or deter hacking, or even reliably detect it, as we discuss next. This is essen-
tially the distinction between a system that is merely software independent and one that
is contestable: a change to the software that alters the outcome might generate evidence
for an alert, conscientious, individual voter, but it does not generate public evidence that
an election official can rely on to conclude there is a problem.

Even if some voters notice that BMDs are altering votes, there’s no way to correct
the election outcome. That is, BMD voting systems are not contestable, not defen-
sible (and therefore not strongly defensible), and not strongly software independent.
Suppose a state election official wanted to detect whether the BMDs are cheating, and
correct election results, based on actions by those few alert voters who notice the error.
What procedures could possibly work against the manipulation we are considering?

1. How about, “If at least 1 in 400 voters claims that the machine misrepresented
their vote, void the entire election.”20 No responsible authority would implement
such a procedure. A few dishonest voters could collaborate to invalidate entire
elections simply by falsely claiming that BMDs changed their votes.

2. How about, “If at least 1 in 400 voters claims that the machine misrepresented
their vote, then investigate.” Investigations are fine, but then what? The only
way an investigation can ensure that the outcome accurately reflects what voters
expressed to the BMDs is to void an election in which the BMDs have altered
votes and conduct a new election. But how do you know whether the BMDs
have altered votes, except based the claims of the voters?21 Furthermore, the
investigation itself would suffer from the same problem as above: how can one

20Note that in many jurisdictions, far fewer than 400 voters use a given machine on election day:
BMDs are typically expected to serve fewer than 300 voters per day. (The vendor ES&S recommended
27,000 BMDs to serve Georgia’s 7 million voters, amounting to 260 voters per BMD [34].) Recall also
that the rate 1 in 400 is tied to the amount of manipulation. What if the malware flipped only one vote
in 50, instead of 1 vote in 20? That could still change the margin by 4%, but—in this hypothetical—
would be noticed by only one voter in 1,000, rather than one in 400. The smaller the margin, the less
manipulation it would have taken to alter the electoral outcome.

21Forensic examination of the BMD might show that it was hacked or misconfigured, but it cannot
prove that the BMD was not hacked or misconfigured.
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distinguish between voters who detected BMD hacking or bugs from voters who
just want to interfere with an election?

This is the essential security flaw of BMDs: few voters will notice and promptly
report discrepancies between what they saw on the screen and what is on the BMD
printout, and even when they do notice, there’s nothing appropriate that can be done.
Even if election officials are convinced that BMDs malfunctioned, there is no way to
determine who really won.

Therefore, BMDs should not be used by most voters.

Why can’t we rely on pre-election and post-election logic and accuracy testing, or
parallel testing? Most, if not all, jurisdictions perform some kind of logic and accu-
racy testing (LAT) of voting equipment before elections. LAT generally involves voting
on the equipment using various combinations of selections, then checking whether the
equipment tabulated the votes correctly. As the Volkswagen/Audi “Dieselgate” scandal
shows, devices can be programmed to behave properly when they are tested but mis-
behave in use [12]. Therefore, LAT can never prove that voting machines performed
properly in practice.

Parallel or “live” testing involves pollworkers or election officials using some BMDs
at random times on election day to mark (but not cast) ballots with test patterns, then
check whether the marks match the patterns. The idea is that the testing is not sub-
ject to the “Dieselgate” problem, because the machines cannot “know” they are being
tested on election day. As a practical matter, the number of tests required to provide a
reasonable chance of detecting outcome-changing errors is prohibitive, and even then
the system is not defensible. See Section 6.

Suppose, counterfactually, that it was practical to perform enough parallel testing to
guarantee a large chance of detecting a problem if BMD hacking or malfunction altered
electoral outcomes. Suppose, counterfactually, that election officials were required to
conduct that amount of parallel testing during every election, and that the required
equipment, staffing, infrastructure, and other resources were provided. Even then, the
system would not be strongly defensible; that is, if testing detected a problem, there
would be no way to to determine who really won. The only remedy would be a new
election.

Don’t voters need to check hand-marked ballots, too? It is always a good idea to
check one’s work, but there is a substantial body of research (e.g., [29]) suggesting
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that preventing error as a ballot is being marked is a fundamentally different cognitive
task than detecting an error on a previously marked ballot. In cognitively similar tasks,
such as proof reading for non-spelling errors, ten percent rates of error detection are
common [29, pp 167ff], whereas by carefully attending to the task of correctly marking
their ballots, voters apparently can largely avoid marking errors.

A fundamental difference between hand-marked paper ballots and ballot-marking
devices is that, with hand-marked paper ballots, voters are responsible for catching and
correcting their own errors, while if BMDs are used, voters are also responsible for
catching machine errors, bugs, and hacking. Voters are the only people who can detect
such problems with BMDs—but, as explained above, if voters do find problems, there’s
no way they can prove to poll workers or election officials that there were problems and
no way to ensure that election officials take appropriate remedial action.

4 Contestability/defensibility of hand-marked opscan

The most widely used voting system in the United States optical-scan counting of hand-
marked paper ballots.22 Computers and computer software are used in several stages
of the voting process, and if that software is hacked (or erroneous), then the computers
will deliberately (or accidentally) report incorrect outcomes.

• Computers are used to prepare the PDF files from which (unvoted) optical-scan
ballots are printed, with ovals (or other targets to be marked) next to the names
of candidates. Because the optical scanners respond to the position on the page,
not the name of the candidate nearest the target, computer software could cheat
by reordering the candidates on the page.
• The optical-scan voting machine, which scans the ballots and interprets the marks,

is driven by computer software. Fraudulent (hacked) software can deliberately
record (some fraction of) votes for Candidate A and votes for Candidate B.
• After the voting machine reports the in-the-precinct vote totals (or, in the case of

central-count optical scan, the individual-batch vote totals), computers are used
to aggregate the various precincts or batches together. Hacked software could
cheat in this addition process.

Protection against any or all of these attacks relies on a system of risk-limiting

22The Verifier – Polling Place Equipment – November 2020, https://www.
verifiedvoting.org/verifier/, Verified Voting Foundation, fetched February 8,
2020.
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audits, along with compliance audits to check that the chain of custody of ballots and
paper records is trustworthy. Without such audits, optical-scan ballots (whether hand
marked or machine marked) are neither contestable nor defensible.

We analyze the contestability/defensibility of hand-marked optical-scan ballots with
respect to each of these threats, assuming a system of RLAs and compliance audits.

• Hacked generation PDFs leading to fraudulently placed ovals. In this case, a
change or error in the computer software can change the election outcome: on
thousands of ballots, voters place a mark next to the name of candidate A, but
(because the candidate name has been fraudulently misplaced on the paper), the
(unhacked) optical scanner records this as a vote for candidate B. But an RLA
will correct the outcome: a human, inspecting and interpreting this paper ballot,
will interpret the mark as a vote for candidate A, as the voter intended. The
RLA will, with high probability, conclude that the computer-reported election
outcome cannot be confirmed, and a full recount must occur. Thus the system
is contestable: the RLA produces public evidence that the (computer-reported)
outcome is untrustworthy. This full recount (in the presence of witnesses, in view
of the public) can provide convincing public evidence of its own correctness; that
is, the system is defensible.
• Hacked optical-scan vote counter, reporting fraudulent vote totals. In this case,

a change or error in the computer software can change the election outcome:
on thousands of ballots, voters place a mark next to the name of candidate A,
but the (hacked) optical scanner records this as a vote for candidate B. But an
RLA can detect the incorrect outcome (just as in the case above); the system
is contestable. And a full recount will produce a correct outcome with public
evidence: the system is defensible.
• Hacked election-management system (EMS), fraudulently aggregating batches.

A risk-limiting audit can detect this problem, and a recount will correct it: the
system is contestable and defensible. But actually, contestability and defensibil-
ity against this attack is even easier and simpler than RLAs and recounts. Most
voting machines (including precinct-count optical scanners) print a “results tape”
in the polling place, at the close of the polls (in addition to writing their re-
sults electronically to a removable memory card). This results tape is (typically)
signed by pollworkers and by credentialed challengers, and open to inspection
by members of the public, before it is transported (with chain-of custody pro-
tections) along with the ballot boxes to a secure central location. The County
Clerk or Registrar of Voters can (and in many counties, does) inspect these pa-
per records to verify that they correspond to the precinct-by-precinct machine-
reported aggregation. Errors (or fraud) in aggregation can be detected and cor-
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rected without the need to inspect individual ballots: the system is contestable
and defensible against this class of errors.

5 End-to-end verifiable (E2E-V) systems

In all BMD systems currently on the market, and in all BMD systems certified by
the EAC, the printed ballot or ballot summary is the only channel by which voters
can verify the correct recording of their ballots, independently of the computers. The
analysis in this paper applies to all of those BMD systems.

There is a class of voting systems called “end-to-end verifiable” (E2E-V), which
provide an alternate mechanism for voters to verify their votes [7] [2]. The basic idea
of an E2E-V system is that a cryptographic protocol encodes the vote; mathematical
properties of the cryptographic system allow the voters to verify (probabilistically) that
their vote has been accurately counted, but does not compromise secret ballot by allow-
ing voters to prove how they voted. E2E-V systems have not been adopted in public
elections (except that Scantegrity was used for municipal elections in Takoma Park,
MD in 2009 and 2011).

Each E2E-V system requires its own analysis of contestability/defensibility.

Scantegrity [10] is a system of preprinted optical-scan ballots, counted by conven-
tional precinct-count optical scanners, but with an additional security feature: when the
voter fills in an oval with a special pen, the oval is mostly darkened (so it’s counted con-
ventionally by the optical scanner), but two-letter code is also revealed that the voter can
(optionally) use in the cryptographic protocol. Scantegrity is contestable/defensible,
but not because of its E2E-V properties: since it’s an add-on to a conventional optical-
scan system with hand-marked paper ballots, RLAs and compliance audits can render
this system contestable/defensible.

Prêt-à-Voter [33] is the system in which the voter separates the candidate-list from
the oval-target list after marking the ballot and before deposit into the optical scanner.
This system can be made contestable, with difficulty: the auditing procedure requires
participation of the voters in an unintuitive cryptographic challenge. It is not clear that
the system is defensible: if this cryptographic challenge proves that the blank ballots
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have been tampered with, then no recount can reliably reconstruct the true result with
public evidence.

STAR-Vote [5] is a DRE+VVPAT system with a smart ballot box. Voters interact
with a device that captures their votes electronically and prints a paper record that
voters can inspect, but the electronic votes are held “in limbo” until the paper ballot
is deposited in the smart ballot box. The ballot box does not read the votes from the
ballot; rather, depositing the ballot tells the system that it has permission to cast the
votes it had already recorded from the touchscreen. The claimed advantage of STAR-
Vote (and other systems that use the “Benaloh challenge”) is that RLAs and ballot-box
chain-of-custody are not required in order to obtain software independence. To assure
that the E2E-V cryptographic protocol has correctly recorded each vote, the voter can
“challenge” the system to prove that the cryptographic encoding of the ballot records
the vote actually printed on the paper ballot. To do so, the voter must discard (void)
this ballot and vote a fresh ballot; this is because the challenge process reveals the vote
to the public, and a voting system must preserve the secrecy of the (cast) ballots. Thus,
the voter cannot ensure the correct encoding of their true ballot, but (since STAR-Vote
must print the ballot before knowing whether the voter will challenge), the voter can
ensure it with any desired error probability.

STAR-Vote is software independent but it is not contestable or defensible. The
reason is that, while the challenge can produce public evidence that a machine did
not accurately encrypt the plaintext vote on the ballot, if the machine prints the wrong
plaintext vote and a correct encryption of that incorrect vote, there is no evidence the
voter can use to prove that to anyone else.

No E2E-V system is currently certified by the EAC, nor to our knowledge is any
such system under review for certification, nor are any of the 5 major voting-machine
vendors offering such a system for sale.23

23Some vendors, notably Scytl, have sold systems advertised as E2E-V in other countries. Those sys-
tems were not in fact E2E-V. Moreover, serious security flaws have been found in their implementations.
See, e.g., [22].
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6 Parallel testing of BMDs

Wallach [41] has proposed (in response to earlier drafts of this paper) that contestabil-
ity/defensibility failure of BMDs could be mitigated by parallel testing, which he also
calls “live auditing.” Stark [38] has analyzed Wallach’s proposal in detail. Here we
provide a summary of the proposal and the analyses.

One might like to test each BMD before the election to make sure it’s not hacked.
Unfortunately, since the computer in a voting machine (including BMDs) has a real-
time clock, the software (including fraudulent vote-stealing software) knows whether
it’s election day or not. Fraudulent software can make sure not to cheat except on
election day.

The idea of parallel testing is to have trained auditors test the BMDs, at random
times during an actual election: use the BMD to prepare a ballot, inspect that ballot
to ensure it’s marked correctly, then discard the ballot. The same BMDs in use during
the polling will be selected, from time to time, for such test, right there in the polling
places.

If the BMDs cheat with uniform random probability p, and if the BMD cannot
distinguish an auditor from an ordinary voter, then after n random audits the probability
of detecting the malware is 1− (1− p)n. If p = 5% and n = 240, then the probability
of detection is 91%.

Unfortunately, the attacker is not constrained to cheat with uniform random prob-
ability; or, to put it another way, BMD malware may indeed be able to distinguish
auditors from ordinary voters. Stark [38] discusses many ways in which the “signa-
ture” of how auditors interact with the BMD may differ from ordinary voters, enough
to give clues to the malware about whether to cheat.24 Therefore, one cannot simply
multiply (1− p)n and calculate a probability of detection.

While auditors might try to build an accurate model of voter behavior for live au-
dits, that approach is doomed by privacy concerns and by the “curse of dimensional-
ity”: election officials would have to record every nuance of voter behavior (preferences

24For example, BMDs do “know” their own settings and other aspects of each voting session, so
malware can use that information to target sessions that use the audio interface, increase the font size,
use the sip-and-puff interface, set the language to something other than English, or take much longer
than average to vote. (Voters who use those settings might be less likely to be believed if they report that
the equipment altered their votes.) For parallel testing to have a good chance of detecting all outcome-
changing problems, the tests must have a large chance of probing every combination of settings and
voting patterns that includes enough ballots to change any contest result. It is not practical.
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across contests; language settings, font settings, and other UI settings; timing, includ-
ing speed of voting and hesitation; on-screen review; etc.) for million of voters to
accurately approximate voter behavior.

There are many logistical problems with “live auditing.” It would require additional
voting machines (because testing requires additional capacity), staff, infrastructure, and
other resources, on election day when professional staff is most stretched. One must
be prepared to perform the audits at the busiest times of day, even that will cause lines
of voters to lengthen, because otherwise the malware can simply cheat only at the busy
times. Live auditing must be done in view of the voters (one cannot carry the voting
machine into another room to do it), but some election officials are concerned that the
creation of test ballots in the polling place could be perceived as a threat of ballot-box
stuffing.

No state, to our knowledge has implemented parallel testing or live auditing of
BMDs.

In any case, we can assess the contestability and defensibility of parallel testing.

With a sufficiently high rate of parallel testing, and a sufficiently sophisticated ran-
domization of auditor behavior, it may be possible to make BMDs with parallel testing
contestable: an audit could detect and prove mismarking of paper ballots.

But BMDs with parallel testing is not defensible. It will be extremely difficult for
an election official to generate convincing public evidence that the audit would have
detected mismarking, if mismarking were occurring. To generate that public evidence,
the election official would have to reveal substantial detail about the parallel-testing
protocol: how, exactly, the random selection of times to test is made; how, exactly, the
random selection is made of what candidates to vote for in the tests. Revealing such
details of the protocol allows the attacker to analyze the protocol for clues about how
and when to cheat with less chance of detection.

Furthermore, parallel testing has a severe disadvantage in comparison with other
contestable/defensible paper-ballot-based voting systems: If the auditors detect that the
BMDs have mismarked a ballot—even once—the entire election must be invalidated,
and a do-over election must be held. This is because the auditor will have detected
evidence that the BMDs in this election have been systematically mismarking ballots
for some proportion of all voters. No recount of the paper ballots can correct this.

In contrast, if optical scanners are hacked to cheat on hand-marked paper ballots,
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the correct outcome can be calculated by a full hand recount of the paper ballots.25

Wallach also suggests, instead of parallel testing, the use of spoiled-ballot rates as
a measure of BMD cheating. Suppose, when BMDs are not cheating the baseline rate
of spoiled ballots (i.e., voters asking for a “do-over” of their BMD marked ballot) is
1%. Suppose the machines are cheating on 5% of the ballots, and 6% of voters notice
this, and ask for a do-over. Then the spoiled ballot rate increases to 1.3%. The election
administrator is supposed to act upon this discrepancy. But the only meaningful action
the administrator could take is to invalidate the entire election, and call for a do-over
election. This is impractical.

Moreover, the underlying “natural” rate of spoilage will not be known exactly, and
will vary from election to election, even if the machines function flawlessly. The natural
rate might depend on the number of contests on the ballot, the complexity of voting
rules (e.g., IRV versus plurality), ballot layout, and many other factors. For any rule,
there will be a tradeoff between false alarms and failures to detect problems.

To continue the previous hypothetical, suppose that spoiled ballots follow a Poisson
distribution (there is no reason to think that they do). Imagine that the theoretical rate
is known to be 1% if the BMDs function correctly, and known to be 1.3% if the BMDs
malfunction. How many votes must be cast for it to be possible to limit the chance
of a false alarm to 1%, while ensuring a 99% chance of detecting a real problem?
The answer is 28,300 votes. If turnout is roughly 50%, jurisdictions (or contests) with
fewer than 60,000 voters could not in principle limit the chance of false positives and
of false negatives to 1%—even under these optimistic assumptions and simplifications.
Twenty-three of California’s 58 counties have fewer than 60,000 registered voters.

7 Other tradeoffs, BMDs versus hand-marked opscan

Supporters of ballot-marking devices advance several other arguments for their use.

• Mark legibility. A common argument is that a properly functioning BMD will
generate clean, error-free, unambiguous marks, while hand-marked paper bal-
lots may contain mistakes and stray marks that make it impossible to discern a
voter’s intent. However appealing this argument seems at first blush, the data
are not nearly so compelling. Experience with statewide recounts in Minnesota

25Provided, of course, that secure chain of custody of the ballot boxes can be demonstrated.
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and elsewhere suggest that truly ambiguous handmade marks are very rare.26 For
instance, 2.9 million hand-marked ballots were cast in the 2008 Minnesota race
between Al Franken and Norm Coleman for the U.S. Senate. In a manual re-
count, between 99.95% and 99.99% of ballots were unambiguously marked.27 28

In addition, usability studies of hand-marked bubble ballots—the kind in most
common use in U.S. elections—indicate a voter error rate of 0.6%, much lower
than the 2.5–3.7% error rate for machine-marked ballots [17].29 Thus, mark leg-
ibility is not a good reason to adopt BMDs for all voters.
• Undervotes, overvotes. Another argument offered for BMDs is that the ma-

chines can alert voters to undervotes and prevent overvotes. That is true, but
modern PCOS systems can also alert a voter to overvotes and undervotes, allow-
ing a voter to eject the ballot and correct it.
• Bad ballot design. Ill-designed paper ballots, just like ill-designed touchscreen

interfaces, may lead to unintentional undervotes [25]. For instance, the 2006
Sarasota, Florida, touchscreen ballot was badly designed. The 2018 Broward
County, Florida, opscan ballot was badly designed: it violated three separate
guidelines from the EAC’s 2007 publication, “Effective Designs for the Admin-
istration of Federal Elections, Section 3: Optical scan ballots.” [40] In both of
these cases (touchscreens in 2006, hand-marked optical-scan in 2018), under-
vote rates were high. The solution is to follow standard, published ballot-design
guidelines and other best practices, both for touchscreens and for hand-marked
ballots [3, 25].
• Low-tech paper-ballot fraud. All paper ballots, however they are marked, are

vulnerable to loss, ballot-box stuffing, alteration, and substitution between the
time they are cast and the time they are recounted. That’s why it is so important

26States do need clear and complete regulations for interpreting voter marks.
27“During the recount, the Coleman and Franken campaigns initially challenged a total of 6,655

ballot-interpretation decisions made by the human recounters. The State Canvassing Board asked the
campaigns to voluntarily withdraw all but their most serious challenges, and in the end approximately
1,325 challenges remained. That is, approximately 5 ballots in 10,000 were ambiguous enough that one
side or the other felt like arguing about it. The State Canvassing Board, in the end, classified all but
248 of these ballots as votes for one candidate or another. That is, approximately 1 ballot in 10,000 was
ambiguous enough that the bipartisan recount board could not determine an intent to vote.” [1] See also
[26]

28We have found that some local election officials consider marks to be ambiguous if machines cannot
read the marks. That is a different issue from humans being unable to interpret the marks. Errors in ma-
chine interpretation of voter intent can be dealt with by manual audits: if the reported outcome is wrong
because machines misinterpreted handmade marks, a RLA has a known, large chance of correcting the
outcome.

29Better designed user interfaces (UI) might reduce the error rate for machine-marked ballots below
the historical rate for DREs; however, UI improvements cannot keep BMDs from printing something
other than what the voter is shown on the screen.
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to make sure that ballot boxes are always in multiple-person (preferably biparti-
san) custody whenever they are handled, and that appropriate physical security
measures are in place. Strong, verifiable chain-of-custody protections are essen-
tial.

Hand-marked paper ballots are vulnerable to alteration by anyone with a pen.
Both hand-marked and BMD-marked paper ballots are vulnerable to substitution:
anyone who has poorly supervised access to a legitimate BMD during election
day can create fraudulent ballots, not necessarily to deposit them in the ballot box
immediately (in case the ballot box is well supervised on election day) but with
the hope of substituting it later in the chain of custody.30

All those attacks (on hand-marked and on BMD-marked paper ballots) are
fairly low-tech. There are also higher-tech ways of producing ballots indistin-
guishable from BMD-marked ballots for substitution into the ballot box if there
is inadequate chain-of-custody protection.
• Accessible voting technology. When hand-marked paper ballots are used with

PCOS, there is (as required by law) also an accessible voting technology avail-
able in the polling place for voters unable to mark a paper ballot with a pen. This
is typically a BMD or a DRE. When the accessible voting technology is not the
same as what most voters vote on—when it is used by very few voters—it may
happen that the accessible technology is ill-maintained or even (in some polling
places) not even properly set up by pollworkers. This is a real problem. One
proposed solution is to require all voters to use the same BMD or all-in-one tech-
nology. But the failure of some election officials to properly maintain their acces-
sible equipment is not a good reason to adopt BMDs for all voters. Among other
things, it would expose all voters to the security flaws described above.31 Other
advocates object to the idea that disabled voters must use a different method of
marking ballots, arguing that their rights are thereby violated. Both HAVA and
ADA require reasonable accommodations for voters with physical and cognitive
impairments, but neither law requires that those accommodations must be used
by all voters. To best enable and facilitate participation by all voters, each voter
should be provided with a means of casting a vote best suited to their abilities.
• Ballot printing costs. Preprinted optical-scan ballots cost 20–50 cents each.32

30Some BMDs print a barcode indicating when and where the ballot was produced, but that does not
prevent such a substitution attack against currently EAC-certified, commercially available BMDs. We
understand that systems under development might make ballot-substitution attacks against BMDs more
difficult.

31Also, some accessibility advocates argue that requiring disabled voters to use BMDs compromises
their privacy since hand-marked ballots are easily distinguishable from machine marked ballots. That
issue can be addressed without BMDs-for-all: Accessible BMDs are already available and in use that
mark ballots with marks that cannot easily be distinguished from hand-marked ballots.

32Single-sheet (one- or two-side) ballots cost 20-28 cents; double-sheet ballots needed for elections
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Blank cards for BMDs cost up to 15 cents each, depending on the make and
model of BMD.33 But optical-scan ballots must be preprinted for as many vot-
ers as might show up, whereas blank BMD cards are consumed in proportion
to how many voters do show up. The Open Source Election Technology Insti-
tute (OSET) conducted an independent study of total life cycle costs34 for hand-
marked paper ballots and BMDs in conjunction with the 2019 Georgia legislative
debate regarding BMDs [27]. OSET concluded that, even in the most optimistic
(i.e., lowest cost) scenario for BMDs and the most pessimistic (i.e, highest cost)
scenario for hand-marked paper ballots and ballot-on-demand (BOD) printers—
which can print unmarked ballots as needed—the total lifecycle costs for BMDs
would be higher than the corresponding costs for hand-marked paper ballots.35

• Vote centers. To run a vote center that serves many election districts with dif-
ferent ballot styles, one must be able to provide each voter a ballot containing
the contests that voter is eligible to vote in, possibly in a number of different
languages. This is easy with BMDs, which can be programmed with all the ap-
propriate ballot definitions. With preprinted optical-scan ballots, the PCOS can
be programmed to accept many different ballot styles, but the vote center must
still maintain inventory of many different ballots. BOD printers are another eco-
nomical alternative for vote centers.36

• Paper/storage. BMDs that print summary cards rather than full-face ballots can
save paper and storage space. However, many BMDs print full-face ballots—so
they do not save storage—while many BMDs that print summary cards (which
could save storage) use thermal printers and paper that is fragile and can fade in
a few months.37

with many contests cost up to 50 cents.
33Ballot cards for ES&S ExpressVote cost about 15 cents. New Hampshire’s (One4All / Prime III)

BMDs used by sight-impaired voters use plain paper that is less expensive.
34They include not only the cost of acquiring and implementing systems but also the ongoing licens-

ing, logistics, and operating (purchasing paper stock, printing, and inventory management) costs.
35BOD printers currently on the market arguably are best suited for vote centers, but less expensive

options suited for polling places could be developed. Indeed, BMDs that print full-face ballots could be
re-purposed as BOD printers for polling place use, with modest changes to the programming.

36Ballot-on-demand printers may require maintenance such as replacement of toner cartridges. This is
readily accomplished at a vote center with a professional staff. Ballot-on-demand printers may be a less
attractive option for many small precincts on election day, where there is no professional staff—but on
the other hand, they are less necessary, since far fewer ballot styles will be needed in any one precinct.

37The California Top-To-Bottom Review (TTBR) of voting systems found that thermal pa-
per can also be covertly spoiled wholesale using common household chemicals https://
votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/oversight/ttbr/red-diebold.pdf, last
visited 8 April 2019. The fact that thermal paper printing can fade or deteriorate
rapidly might mean it does not satisfy the federal requirement to preserve voting materi-
als for 22 months. http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:
USC-prelim-title52-section20701&num=0&edition=prelim, last visited 8
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Advocates of hand-marked paper ballot systems advance these additional argu-
ments.

• Cost. Using BMDs for all voters substantially increases the cost of acquiring,
configuring, and maintaining the voting system. One PCOS can serve 1200 vot-
ers in a day, while one BMD can serve only about 260 [34]—though both these
numbers vary greatly depending on the length of the ballot and the length of the
day. OSET analyzed the relative costs of acquiring BMDs for Georgia’s nearly
seven million registered voters versus a system of hand-marked paper ballots,
scanners, and BOD printers [27]. A BMD solution for Georgia would cost tax-
payers between 3 and 5 times more than a system based on hand-marked paper
ballots. Open-source systems might eventually shift the economics, but current
commercial universal-use BMD systems are more expensive than systems that
use hand-marked paper ballots for most voters.
• Mechanical reliability and capacity. Pens are likely to have less downtime than

BMDs. It is easy and inexpensive to get more pens and privacy screens when
additional capacity is needed. If a precinct-count scanner goes down, people
can still mark ballots with a pen; if the BMD goes down, voting stops. Thermal
printers used in DREs with VVPAT are prone to jams; those in BMDs might have
similar flaws.

These secondary pros and cons of BMDs do not outweigh the primary security and
accuracy concern: BMDs, if hacked or erroneously programmed, can change votes in
a way that is not correctable. BMD voting systems are not contestable or defensible.
Audits that rely on BMD printout cannot make up for this defect in the paper trail: they
cannot reliably detect or correct problems that altered election outcomes.

Barcodes

A controversial feature of some BMDs allows them to print 1-dimensional or 2-dimen-
sional barcodes on the paper ballots. A 1-dimensional barcode resembles the pat-
tern of vertical lines used to identify products by their universal product codes. A
2-dimensional barcode or QR code is a rectangular area covered in coded image mod-
ules that encode more complex patterns and information. BMDs print barcodes on the
same paper ballot that contains human-readable ballot choices. Voters using BMDs
are expected to verify the human-readable printing on the paper ballot card, but the
presence of barcodes with human-readable text poses some significant problems.

April 2019.
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• Barcodes are not human readable. The whole purpose of a paper ballot is to be
able to recount (or audit) the voters’ votes in a way independent of any (possibly
hacked or buggy) computers. If the official vote on the ballot card is the barcode,
then it is impossible for the voters to verify that the official vote they cast is the
vote they expressed. Therefore, before a state even considers using BMDs that
print barcodes (and we do not recommend doing so), the State must ensure by
statute that recounts and audits are based only on the human-readable portion of
the paper ballot. Even so, audits based on untrustworthy paper trails suffer from
the verifiability the problems outlined above.
• Ballot cards with barcodes contain two different votes. Suppose a state does

ensure by statute that recounts and audits are based on the human-readable por-
tion of the paper ballot. Now a BMD-marked ballot card with both barcodes
and human-readable text contains two different votes in each contest: the bar-
code (used for electronic tabulation), and the human-readable selection printout
(official for audits and recounts). In few (if any) states has there even been a dis-
cussion of the legal issues raised when the official markings to be counted differ
between the original count and a recount.
• Barcodes pose technical risks. Any coded input into a computer system—

including wired network packets, WiFi, USB thumbdrives, and barcodes—pose
the risk that the input-processing software can be vulnerable to attack via deliber-
ately ill-formed input. Over the past two decades, many such vulnerabilities have
been documented on each of these channels (including barcode readers) that, in
the worst case, give the attacker complete control of a system.38 If an attacker
were able to compromise a BMD, the barcodes are an attack vector for the at-
tacker to take over an optical scanner (PCOS or CCOS), too. Since it is good
practice to close down all such unneeded attack vectors into PCOS or CCOS vot-
ing machines (e.g., don’t connect your PCOS to the Internet!), it is also good
practice to avoid unnecessary attack channels such as barcodes.

8 Insecurity of All-in-One BMDs

Some voting machines incorporate a BMD interface, printer, and optical scanner into
the same cabinet. Other DRE+VVPAT voting machines incorporate ballot-marking,
tabulation, and paper-printout retention, but without scanning. These are often called

38An example of a barcode attack is based on the fact that many commercial barcode-scanner compo-
nents (which system integrators use to build cash registers or voting machines) treat the barcode scanner
using the same operating-system interface as if it were a keyboard device; and then some operating
systems allow “keyboard escapes” or “keyboard function keys” to perform unexpected operations.
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“all-in-one” voting machines. To use an all-in-one machine, the voter makes choices
on a touchscreen or through a different accessible interface. When the selections are
complete, the BMD prints the completed ballot for the voter to review and verify, before
depositing the ballot in a ballot box attached to the machine.

Such machines are especially unsafe: like any BMD described in Section 3 they are
not contestable or defensible, but in addition, if hacked they can print votes onto the
ballot after the voter last inspects the ballot.

• The ES&S ExpressVote (in all-in-one mode) allows the voter to mark a ballot by
touchscreen or audio interface, then prints a paper ballot card and ejects it from a
slot. The voter has the opportunity to review the ballot, then the voter redeposits
the ballot into the same slot, where it is scanned and deposited into a ballot box.
• The ES&S ExpressVoteXL allows the voter to mark a ballot by touchscreen or

audio interface, then prints a paper ballot and displays it under glass. The voter
has the opportunity to review the ballot, then the voter touches the screen to
indicate “OK,” and the machine pulls paper ballot up (still under glass) and into
the integrated ballot box.
• The Dominion ImageCast Evolution (ICE) allows the voter to deposit a hand-

marked paper ballot, which it scans and drops into the attached ballot box. Or,
a voter can use a touchscreen or audio interface to direct the marking of a paper
ballot, which the voting machine ejects through a slot for review; then the voter
redeposits the ballot into the slot, where it is scanned and dropped into the ballot
box.

In all three of these machines, the ballot-marking printer is in the same paper path
as the mechanism to deposit marked ballots into an attached ballot box. This opens up
a very serious security vulnerability: the voting machine can mark the paper ballot (to
add votes or spoil already-cast votes) after the last time the voter sees the paper, and
then deposit that marked ballot into the ballot box without the possibility of detection.

Vote-stealing software could easily be constructed that looks for undervotes on the
ballot, and marks those unvoted spaces for the candidate of the hacker’s choice. This
is very straightforward to do on optical-scan bubble ballots (as on the Dominion ICE)
where undervotes are indicated by no mark at all. On machines such as the ExpressVote
and ExpressVoteXL, the normal software indicates an undervote with the words NO

SELECTION MADE on the ballot summary card. Hacked software could simply leave
a blank space there (most voters wouldn’t notice the difference), and then fill in that
space and add a matching bar code after the voter has clicked “cast this ballot.”

An even worse feature of the ES&S ExpressVote and the Dominion ICE is the auto-
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cast configuration setting (in the manufacturer’s standard software) that allows the voter
to indicate, “don’t eject the ballot for my review, just print it and cast it without me
looking at it.” If fraudulent software were installed in the ExpressVote, it could change
all the votes of any voter who selected this option, because the voting machine software
would know in advance of printing that the voter had waived the opportunity to inspect
the printed ballot. We call this auto-cast feature “permission to cheat” [4].

Regarding these all-in-one machines, we conclude:

• Any machine with ballot printing in the same paper path with ballot deposit is
not software independent; it is not the case that “an error or fault in the voting
system software or hardware cannot cause an undetectable change in election
results.” Therefore such all-in-one machines do not comply with the VVSG 2.0
(the Election Assistance Commission’s Voluntary Voting Systems Guidelines).
Such machines are not contestable or defensible, either.
• All-in-one machines on which all voters use the BMD interface to mark their

ballots (such as the ExpressVote and ExpressVoteXL) also suffer from the same
serious problem as ordinary BMDs: most voters do not review their ballots ef-
fectively, and elections on these machines are not contestable or defensible.
• The auto-cast option for a voter to allow the paper ballot to be cast without human

inspection is particularly dangerous, and states must insist that vendors disable
or eliminate this mode from the software. However, even disabling the auto-cast
feature does not eliminate the risk of undetected vote manipulation.

Remark. The Dominion ImageCast Precinct ICP320 is a precinct-count optical scan-
ner (PCOS) that also contains an audio+buttons ballot-marking interface for disabled
voters. This machine can be configured to cast electronic-only ballots from the BMD
interface, or an external printer can be attached to print paper optical-scan ballots from
the BMD interface. When the external printer is used, that printer’s paper path is not
connected to the scanner+ballot-box paper path (a person must take the ballot from the
printer and deposit it into the scanner slot). Therefore this machine is as safe to use as
any PCOS with a separate external BMD.

9 Conclusion

Ballot-Marking Devices produce ballots that do not necessarily record the vote ex-
pressed by the voter when they enter their selections on the touchscreen: hacking, bugs,
and configuration errors can cause the BMDs to print votes that differ from what the
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voter entered and verified electronically. Because outcome-changing errors in BMD
printout do not produce public evidence, BMD systems are not contestable. Because
there is no way to generate convincing public evidence that reported outcomes are cor-
rect despite any BMD malfunctions that might have occurred, BMD systems are not
defensible. Therefore, BMDs should not be used by voters who can hand mark paper
ballots.

All-in-one voting machines, which combine ballot-marking and ballot-box-deposit
into the same paper path, are even worse. They have all the disadvantages of BMDs
(they are not contestable or defensible), and they can mark the ballot after the voter has
inspected it. Therefore they are not even software independent, and should not be used
by those voters who are capable of marking, handling, and visually inspecting a paper
ballot.

When computers are used to record votes, the original transaction (the voter’s ex-
pression of the votes) is not documented in a verifiable way.39 When pen-and-paper is
used to record the vote, the original expression of the vote is documented in a verifiable
way (if demonstrably secure chain of custody of the paper ballots is maintained). Audits
of elections conducted with hand-marked paper ballots, counted by optical scanners,
can ensure that reported election outcomes are correct. Audits of elections conducted
with BMDs cannot ensure that reported outcomes are correct.
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Declaration of XXXXXXXXX. 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, XXXXXXXX, make the following 
declaration. 
1. I am over the age of 21 years and I am under no legal disability, which would prevent me

from giving this declaration.

2. I was an electronic intelligence analyst under 305th Military Intelligence with experience

gathering SAM missile system electronic intelligence. I have extensive experience as a white

hat hacker used by some of the top election specialists in the world. The methodologies I

have employed represent industry standard cyber operation toolkits for digital forensics and

OSINT, which are commonly used to certify connections between servers, network nodes

and other digital properties and probe to network system vulnerabilities.

3. I am a US citizen and I reside at {redacted} location in the United States of America.

4. Whereas the Dominion and Edison Research systems exist in the internet of things, and

whereas this makes the network connections between the Dominion, Edison Research and

related network nodes available for scanning,

5. And whereas Edison Research’s primary job is to report the tabulation of the count of the

ballot information as received from the tabulation software, to provide to Decision HQ for

election results,

6. And whereas Spiderfoot and Robtex are industry standard digital forensic tools for evaluation

network security and infrastructure, these tools were used to conduct public security scans of

the aforementioned Dominion and Edison Research systems,

7. A public network scan of Dominionvoting.com on 2020-11-08 revealed the following inter-

relationships and revealed 13 unencrypted passwords for dominion employees, and 75

hashed passwords available in TOR nodes:
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8. The same public scan also showed a direct connection to the group in Belgrade as

highlighted below:

9. A cursory search on LinkedIn of “dominion voting” on 11/19/2020 confirms the numerous
employees in Serbia:
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10. An additional search of Edison Research on 2020-11-08 showed that Edison Research has an
Iranian server seen here:

Inputting the Iranian IP into Robtex confirms the direct connection into the “edisonresearch” 
host from the perspective of the Iranian domain also. This means that it is not possible that the 
connection was a unidirectional reference. 

A deeper search of the ownership of Edison Research “edisonresearch.com” shows a connection 
to BMA Capital Management, where shareofear.com and bmacapital.com are both connected to 
edisonresearch.com via a VPS or Virtual Private Server, as denoted by the “vps” at the start of 
the internet name: 
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Dominionvoting is also dominionvotingsystems.com, of which there are also many more 
examples, including access of the network from China. The records of China accessing the server 
are reliable. 
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11. BMA Capital Management is known as a company that provides Iran access to capital 
markets with direct links publicly discoverable on LinkedIn (found via google on 
11/19/2020): 
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The same Robtex search confirms the Iranian address is tied to the server in the Netherlands, 
which correlates to known OSINT of Iranian use of the Netherlands as a remote server (See 
Advanced Persistent Threats: APT33 and APT34): 

 
12. A search of the indivisible.org network showed a subdomain which evidences the existence 

of scorecard software in use as part of the Indivisible (formerly ACORN) political group for 
Obama: 

 
 

13. Each of the tabulation software companies have their own central reporting “affiliate”. 

Edison Research is the affiliate for Dominion. 

14. Beanfield.com out of Canada shows the connections via co-hosting related sites, including 

dvscorp.com: 
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This Dominion partner domain “dvscorp” also includes an auto discovery feature, where new in-
network devices automatically connect to the system. The following diagram shows some of the 
related dvscopr.com mappings, which mimic the infrastructure for Dominion and are an obvious 
typo derivation of the name. Typo derivations are commonly purchased to catch redirect traffic 
and sometimes are used as honeypots. The diagram shows that infrastructure spans multiple 
different servers as a methodology. 
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The above diagram shows how these domains also show the connection to Iran and other 

places, including the following Chinese domain, highlighted below: 

 
15. The auto discovery feature allows programmers to access any system while it is connected to 

the internet once it’s a part of the constellation of devices (see original Spiderfoot graph). 

16. Dominion Voting Systems Corporation in 2019 sold a number of their patents to China (via 

HSBC Bank in Canada): 
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Of particular interest is a section of the document showing aspects of the nature of the patents 

dealing with authentication: 

17. Smartmatic creates the backbone (like the cloud). SCYTL is responsible for the security

within the election system.
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18. In the GitHub account for Scytl, Scytl Jseats has some of the programming necessary to

support a much broader set of election types, including a decorator process where the data is

smoothed, see the following diagram provided in their source code:
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19. Unrelated, but also a point of interest is CTCL or Center for Tech and Civic Life funded by 

Mark Zuckerberg. Within their github page (https://github.com/ctcl), one of the programmers 

holds a government position. The Bipcoop repo shows tanderegg as one of the developers, 

and he works at the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau:   
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20. As seen in included document titled

“AA20-304A- 

Iranian_Advanced_Persistent_Threat_Actor_Identified_Obtaining_Voter_Registration_Data

” that was authored by the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) with a

Product ID of AA20-304A on a specified date of October 30, 2020, CISA and the FBI

reports that Iranian APT teams were seen using ACUTENIX, a website scanning software, to

find vulnerabilities within Election company websites, confirmed to be used by the Iranian

APT teams buy seized cloud storage that I had personally captured and reported to higher

authorities. These scanning behaviors showed that foreign agents of aggressor nations had

access to US voter lists, and had done so recently.

21. In my professional opinion, this affidavit presents unambiguous evidence that Dominion

Voter Systems and Edison Research have been accessible and were certainly compromised

by rogue actors, such as Iran and China. By using servers and employees connected with

rogue actors and hostile foreign influences combined with numerous easily discoverable

leaked credentials, these organizations neglectfully allowed foreign adversaries to access data
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and intentionally provided access to their infrastructure in order to monitor and manipulate 

elections, including the most recent one in 2020. This represents a complete failure of their 

duty to provide basic cyber security. This is not a technological issue, but rather a 

governance and basic security issue: if it is not corrected, future elections in the United States 

and beyond will not be secure and citizens will not have confidence in the results. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the forgoing is true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge. Executed this November 23th, 2020.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

ATLANTA DIVISION

L. LIN WOOD, JR.,

Plaintiff,

V.

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER, in his official

capacity as Secretary of State of the State
of Georgia, REBECCA N. SULLIVAN,
in her offlcial capacity as Vice Chair of
the Georgia State Election Board,
DAVID J. WORLEY, in his official
capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board, MATTHEW

MASHBURN, in his official capacity as
a Member of the Georgia State Election
Board, and ANH LE, in her official
capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,

Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF MAYRA ROMERA IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S

MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

I, Mayra Romera, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true

and correct:

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.

l:20-cv-04651-SDG

{00584021.}

Ex. F to TRO Motion: 
Romero Affidavit
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1.1 am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. I have

personal knowledge of the matters stated herein.

2.1 am a Florida Bar licensed paralegal.

3.1 am a registered Democrat.

4.1 was interested in the election process in this country and wanted to be an

observer in the Georgia recount process.

5. On Monday, November 16, 2020, I presented myself to Cobb County Poll

Precinct located at 2245 Callaway Road SW, Marietta, OA. I was able to be

on the floor observing the recount process in Room C. I observed the poll

workers not calling out verbally the names on each ballot. They simply

passed each ballot to each other in silence.

6. It was of particular interest to me that hundreds of these ballots seemed

impeccable, with no folds or creases. The bubble selections were perfectly

made (all within the circle), only observed selections in black ink, and all

happened to be selections for Biden.

7. It was also of particular interest to me to see that signatures were not being

verified and there were no corresponding envelopes seen in site.

{00584021.}

Ex. F to TRO Motion: 
Romero Affidavit
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8. At one point in time, while on the floor, I overheard a woman tell someone

else that they should keep an eye on the guy with a blue blazer and a pocket

square, that he was not allowed to come on the floor and observe past the

yellow tape. They also kept an eye on him as he took photographs and video

of some boxes being stored on a rack. Shortly thereafter, I observed a police

officer standing at the door. I had not observed a police officer present up

until that moment. They began to walk towards him to stop him as he was

photographing those boxes, but at that point, he walked away from that area.

9. Based on my observations, I believe there was fraud was committed in the

presidential election and question the validity of the Georgia recount

process.

[SIGNATURE AND OATH ON NEXT PAGE]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and

correct.

MayraL. Romera

STATE OF GEORGIA

COUNTY OF FULTON

Mayra L. Romera appeared before me, a Notary Public in and for the above

jurisdiction, this 17th day of November 2020, and after being duly sworn, made this

Declaration, under oath.

I \
[Affix Se^J ^

jtary Public

My Commission Expires_ (yi'i'\'2DzU

{00584021.)
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Romero Affidavit
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Ex. B to TRO Motion: 
Coleman Affidavit
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Ex. B to TRO Motion: 
Coleman Affidavit
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Coleman Affidavit
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Ex. C to TRO Motion: 
Diedrich Affidavit
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iJI out and m,lil to: Every Legal Vot • lntegrit Pro'ecJ I I 16 lnwood Dr .• uil~ 2 J, DaJ.l , , 52 4 
Sc.an th Ex uted orn Affidavit t1nd enrail FraudReport Eve, Lega/Vote.com 

T 0 or · -------
Fult n ----

the und rsignod, on this d t p rsonally appeared 
____ ,. ___ ......,.___ ______ ,kt wn t m to be th pe n e i bscribed 

eing duJ w m b m , tac d upon his or h r oath as 

--My name i : ___ Ursula . ol ______ _ 

On Octob 13. 2020 I v. m to early ote at th Alpharetta Libr located at 

10 Park J>la7..a Alpharetta 

lin th t the 

0009. 'he lir . ~ · re I ng. l r in rmed tho e in 

zing nd that onl 2 poll pads were functional and 

tht tn lo~ hour w it m turn to g t m ot card cam up. I 

present d m GA DL and it w · ca.rm at the poll pad. At which tim poll 

worker Jaine ampb .11 t ld m l lread, ted. l told hi abs 1.tel 

ha not. H th n ask d ifl had rcqu cd an absent ballot and I replied no. H 

attempted to make an en n th p ll pad n I to tell m th t th p 11 pad 

frozen. He a e me an affida it to sign and told me h was addin m to th list of 

manual ballots in bis comput rand ga m a vot card from the table without 

being proc~ thru th poll pad. 1 a.s.kea who had voted for m and if there was 

.n plan ti n i r the error he in ic ted h could n t tell what th pro I m 

ignwre:~ 

Printed am; lhub V, Wert 

nd forth 

• 2020. 
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Ex. E to TRO Motion: 
Zeher Affidavit
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

L. LIN WOOD, JR., ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER, in his official) 
capacity as Secretary of State of the State ) 
of Georgia, REBECCA N. SULLIVAN, ) 
in her official capacity as Vice Chair of ) 
the Georgia State Election Board, ) 
DAVID J. WORLEY, in his official ) 
capacity as a Member of the Georgia ) 
State Election Board, MATTHEW ) 
MASHBURN, in his official capacity as ) 
a Mem her of the Georgia State Election ) 
Board, and ANH LE, in her official ) 
capacity as a Member of the Georgia ) 
State Election Board, ) 

) 
Defendants. ) __________ ) 

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 
1 :20-cv-04651-SDG 

AFFIDAVIT OF NICHOLAS J. ZEHER IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 

I, Nicholas J. Zeher, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is 

true and correct: 

1. I am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. I have personal 

know ledge of the matters stated herein. 

1 
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Ex. E to TRO Motion: 
Zeher Affidavit
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2. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of Florida. 

3. On Sunday November 15, 2020 Alyssa Specht appointed me to serve as a 

Monitor for the duration of the Risk Limiting Audit in DeKalb County (the 

"DeKalb Appointment Letter"). A true and accurate copy of the 

appointment letter is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "A." 

4. On Sunday at around 12:30 p.m., I showed up to 2994 Turner Hill Road, 

Stonecrest, Georgia 30038 to begin observing as a Monitor. Prior to my 

arrival, I was sent a handout titled "Audit/Recount Monitor and Vote Review 

Panel Handout" which outlined the rules in place as well as provided 

guidelines for observation. A true and accurate copy of the Audit/Recount 

Monitor and Vote Review Panel Handout is attached to this Affidavit as 

Exhibit "B." 

5. After signing in and providing the DeKalb appointment letter to the check

in desk, I was permitted to roam throughout the facility to conduct 

observations. 

6. The first thing I noticed was signs taped to each table (the "Review Table" 

or "Review Tables") indicated a place for ballots for Trump, Biden, and 

Jorgenson and other signs for "Blanks" (no vote for President) or overvotes 

(multiple votes for President). At each Review Table were two people 

2 
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Ex. E to TRO Motion: 
Zeher Affidavit
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manually reviewing each ballot (the "Recounter"). The first Recounter 

would pick up the ballot and orally announce which candidate the ballot was 

cast for. The first Recounter would then pass the ballot to the second 

Recounter who would again orally announce which candidate the ballot was 

cast for. The ballot was subsequently placed in the pile designated for that 

candidate as discussed above. 

7. Due to the COVID restrictions, we were instructed to stay a minimum of six 

feet away from any Recounter sitting at one of the Review Tables. 

8. The ballots would be brought to the Review Table in a cardboard box by 

another worker. I was never able to get close enough to read any writing on 

any of the cardboard boxes. After the carboard box was opened, stacks of 

ballots were removed and placed on the Review Table. There were notes on 

each stack but again, I was never able to get close enough to read what was 

written. 

9. Once the stack of ballots was on the Review Table, the process of reviewing 

the ballot began in the manner outlined above in paragraph 6. 

10. At no time did I witness any Recounter or any individual participating in 

the recount verifying signatures. 

3 
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Ex. E to TRO Motion: 
Zeher Affidavit
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11. If one of the Recounters encountered a ballot that was questionable, he or 

she raised a piece of paper with a "?" and what seemed to be a supervisor 

would come to that Review Table. A short conversation was had and the 

supervisor would provide the Recounters with instructions. Again, I was 

never able to get close enough to hear what was said. 

12. When a Review Table completed reviewing a cardboard box full of ballots, 

one of the Recounters would write some information (I assume it was the 

number of ballots for each candidate the box contained) on a piece of paper 

and place it on top of the cardboard box. Then one of the Recounters would 

hold a piece of paper with a "✓" ( check mark) on it in the air and someone 

would come pick up the box full of ballots. 

13. There was no person verifying the number of votes that the Recounter would 

write on the paper. 

14.At one point, I was able to get close enough to a Review Table to see the 

ballots and the markings on them. It was strange-there were many ballots 

where just Joseph Biden was filled in and no other candidate whatsoever. 

15 .At another table, I watched the Recounters pull out a stack of ballots that 

appeared to be strange too. The bubble filled out for Joseph Biden looked 

to be a perfect black mark. 

4 
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Ex. E to TRO Motion: 
Zeher Affidavit

Case 1:20-cv-04651-SDG   Document 6-5   Filed 11/17/20   Page 5 of 21

16.I spoke to other Observers present that day and they had witnessed the same 

thing. Other Observes also informed me that fellow Observers were 

removed for getting too close to the Review Tables. That when they would 

get close enough to see what was actually filled in on the ballot, one of the 

Recounters would begin making a big scene and call over a supervisor. The 

supervisor would then remove the Monitor permanently. 

17. While in DeKalb County, I saw a lot of hostility towards Republicans and 

none towards Democrats. 

18. On the evening of November 15, 2020, Alyssa Specht appointed me as an 

Monitor in Henry County for the whole duration of the Risk Limiting Audit 

("Henry County Appointment Letter"). A true and accurate copy of the 

Henry County Appointment Letter is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 

"C." 

19. I arrived at 562 Industrial Boulevard, McDonough, Georgia 30253 at 

around 9:30 a.m. 

20. When I entered the building, I was halted by a woman at the door who 

immediately informed me that I was not needed and that all the position had 

been filled. At this time, the woman neither asked who I was nor why I was 

present. I asked this woman to speak to the person in charge. 

5 
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Ex. E to TRO Motion: 
Zeher Affidavit

Case 1:20-cv-04651-SDG   Document 6-5   Filed 11/17/20   Page 6 of 21

21. Within a few seconds, I was greeted by Ameika Pitts ("Ms. Pitts"), Henry 

Country's Elections Director. Ms. Pitts informed me that my assistance was 

not needed, and I was free to go. Again, this was told to me prior to her 

asked why I was there and who I was. 

22.I then pulled the Henry County Appointment Letter up on my phone and 

presented it to her. Ms. Pitts immediately told me that I was not able to have 

my phone inside the building even though the recount was allegedly being 

"live streamed." After a brief conversation, I send Ms. Pitts a copy of the 

letter and was permitted to enter the building, but only in the public 

observation area. 

23 .Fortunately, after speaking to several Republican Party volunteers, MS. Pitts 

was provided my name from the Henry County Republican Chairwoman 

and I was permitted to enter into the observation area. 

24. Once inside the observation area, I saw that it was set up very similar to 

DeKalb County with the Review Tables having the same designations and 

each Review table having two Recounters as described in paragraph 6 above. 

25 .As I began walking around, I noticed several differences between DeKalb 

County and Henry County. In Henry County, the ballots were brought to 

each Review Table in a red, plastic box with security ties used to hold the 

6 
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Ex. E to TRO Motion: 
Zeher Affidavit
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box closed. Those ties were cut, and the ballots were then removed and 

placed on top of the Review Table in stacks that were wrapped in a rubber 

bands and had a pink sticky note on each stack which displayed the number 

of ballots each stack contained. The Recounter would then remove the 

rubber band and sticky note and begin counting the same was described in 

paragraph 6 above. 

26.At around 12:05 p.m. I was observing table "G" when the two recount 

workers sorted a pile of ballots that had a note which said "93" as the number 

of ballots. When the two workers finished sorting and counting the ballots, 

there were only 92. The director of the election committee, Ms. Pitts came 

to the two workers and simply signed a separate sheet of paper saying that 

there were only 92 ballots. Ms. Pitts never recounted to make sure. This 

happened several times and Ms. Pitts informed us that she has been directed 

to just sign off on the number of ballots the recount worker said was there. 

27. While in Henry County, I personally witnessed ballots cast for Donald 

Trump being placed in the pile for Joseph Biden. I witnessed this happen at 

table "A." 

28 .I interviewed a few Observers that same day who informed me that on 

multiple occasions, Recounters at tables "A," "B," "G," and "O" were seen 

7 
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Zeher Affidavit
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placing ballots cast for Donald Trump placed in the pile for Joseph Bi den. 

When this was brought to Ms. Pitts attention, it was met with extreme 

hostility. At no time did I witness any ballot cast for Joseph Biden be placed 

in the pile for Donald Trump. 

29. Based on my personal observations, I believe that additional absentee 

ballots were cast for Donald Trump but counted for Joseph Biden. I further 

believe that there was widespread fraud favoring Joseph Bi den. This is my 

personal experience. 

[SIGNATURE AND OATH ON NEXT PAGE] 

8 
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and 

correct 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF PALM BEACH 

Nicholas Zeh er, appeared before me, a Notary Public in and for the above 

jurisdiction, this 17th day of November 2020, and after being duly sworn, made this 

Declaration, under oath. 

[ Affix Seal] 

My Commission Expires ________ _ 

.. ~;:••,,, ROBERT N. ALLEN, JR. /f~• ··~\ MY COMMISSION #GG 221322 

' 

··- 1)1\1)') 
, .:~J EXPIRES; July 9, ,v'-4 

"'o,f/ Bonded Thru Notary Public UndefW(lterl ' .... , 

9 
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November 15, 2020 

Monitor Designee - Risk Limiting Audit 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I.GOP 

This letter serves as proper notice, pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 21-2-408, § O.C.G.A. 21-2-483, State Election Board Rule 183-1- 13-.06, and/or State Election Board Rule 183-1-14-0.9-.15. The listed designees are to serve as a Monitor for the whole duration of the Risk Limiting Audit in DeKalb County: 

• William McElligott 
• Oleg Otten 
• Kevin Peterford 

David J. Shafer 
Chainnan 

• Nicholas Zeher 

• Scott Strauss 

Michael Welsh 
Secretary 

• Michael Sasso 
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